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Introduction: Julie Dash’s Illusions and Race in Hollywood (and Beyond)

In Julie Dash’s short film Illusions (1982), a young actress named Esther (Roseanne
Keton) is responsible for saving a big Hollywood studio’s blockbuster Christmas musical––yet
she will receive no credit for it. Esther, who is Black, is called in to “dub” the singing voice of
the film’s white star Leila Grant, whose voice is not up to par for the production. It becomes
Esther’s job, then, to mimic the movements and quirks of this untalented starlet and bring the
film to life by lending her voice to the production and receiving little recognition in return.
Illusions takes place in the height of the Classic Hollywood era during World War II, a
few years before the beginning of the Civil Rights Movement in the mid 1950s. The
entertainment industry was still highly segregated, meaning that the accomplishments of actors,
singers, and artists such as Esther––and the short film’s co-lead Mignon Dupree (Lonette
McKee), a white-passing studio assistant who is hiding her identity as a Black woman from her
white bosses––often went unacknowledged. Dash’s screenplay is mostly centered around the
internal conflicts Mignon faces about her Blackness, but Esther’s role in Illusions illustrates the
tension in between Blackness and the cinematic image.
In the essay “Are You as Colored as that Negro?: The Politics of Being Seen in Julie
Dash’s Illusions,” theorists Saidiya Hartman and Farah Jasmine Griffin––at the time, both PhD
candidates at Yale University––conceptualized how Esther’s presence symbolizes the complex
and often violent relationship between Blackness and the moving image. Hartman and Griffin
write that “[not] only are Esther’s voice coordinates appropriated, but the violence of the
appropriation is heightened by the fact that Esther must lip sync the garbled movements of
1

Leila––a reversal of the typical lip-syncing situation, in which the non-singer matches his or her
voice movements to the singer's voice. In this case, Esther’s live voice is being excised and
reproduced, although she must mime the dumb star. Esther is both ventriloquist and dummy.”1
Esther’s voice is fully removed from her for the monetary gain of the white supremacist studio
system––commodified and warped to benefit Leila and the studio executives who profit off of
her as a Black woman while simultaneously banishing her to “the hinterlands of
unrepresentability” as her voice no longer belongs to her body.2
As Mignon and Esther’s presence in Illusions suggests, Black people have always been
instrumental to filmmaking both in front and behind the camera, but rarely are they included in
this practice without the specter of physical commodification and violence enveloping their
work. Hartman and Griffin note that although Dash’s short film was fictional, this practice was
common in the entertainment industry:
This convention has, of course, guided Hollywood’s utilization of black voices
since the advent of sound: The “better voices” of Negroes were used to enhance
the entertainment value of Hollywood fare, thus providing the industry with
greater profits. Yet, within these films, Blacks existed in segregated musical
zones. Their voices were employed, yet the boundary between the Black and
white worlds was maintained vigilantly.3
This is not the only “embodiment” of Blackness by white people on screen in Hollywood cinema
in the United States: minstrelsy, the vaudeville and Reconstruction-era spectacle that relied on

1

Saidiya V. Hartman and Farrah Jasmine Griffin, “Are You as Colored as that Negro?: The Politics of Being Seen in
Julie Dash’s Illusions,” Black American Literature Forum 25, no. 2 (Summer 1991): 365.
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Hartman and Griffin, 366.
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Hartman and Griffin, 366.
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Black stereotypes and white people adopting racist physical caricatures of Black people through
blackface, also found its place in the movies in films such as the Fred Astaire musical Swing
Time (1936) and the technologically innovative The Jazz Singer (1927), which received an
Academy Honorary Award at the first Academy Awards in May 1929 [Fig. 1]. Even as Black
actors and filmmakers were continually ignored by studio executives, Hollywood studios
continued to profit off of Black stories and bodies well into the contemporary era with historical
epics like the infamous Gone with the Wind (1939) and an entire sub-genre of melodramas like
Elia Kazan’s Pinky (1949) and Douglas Sirk’s Imitation of Life (1959) that deal with the conflict
of passing.
With the prevalence of violence against Black people as fundamental to the history of
Hollywood as celluloid itself, contemporary Black filmmakers and video artists are using
moving image to re-contextualize, react, and reframe Hollywood’s legacy of anti-Black violence,
using filmmaking as a means to explore the interconnectedness of racism and the moving image
in the United States and abroad. Although there were a small number of Black filmmakers––such
as one of the United States’ first auteurs, Oscar Micheaux––who worked independently from the
racist studio system in the early days of Hollywood, a new generation of Black artists embraced
film and video in the 1970s, using the medium to document their lived experiences and fight
back against the stereotypes and racism they see on theater and television screens. In addition,
Black scholars have worked diligently to contextualize both Blackness and anti-Blackness/
whiteness through film, applying a number of different theoretical frameworks to analyze race in
motion pictures that challenge strictly formalist readings of film and instead look at how

3

“aesthetic choices carry racialized politics [that require] acknowledging that the very process of
filming is a political act.”4
This thesis combines recent scholarship in Black Studies with a selection of videos that
incorporate and interrogate Hollywood’s history of anti-Black violence. Sectioned into three
separate chapters, each on a single contemporary video, my research analyzes the American
archive of Blackness on screen through the frameworks outlined by afropessimist scholars such
as Frank Wilderson III, Jared Sexton, and Saidiya Hartman––all of whom position continual,
unending, and systematic anti-Blackness as paramount in attending to images and accounts of
Black life in America from slavery to present day. The video works analyzed here––Ulysses
Jenkins’ Mass of Images (1978), Ina Archer’s Osmundine (Orchid Slap) (2020), and Garrett
Bradley’s America (2019)––appropriate, remix, and react to footage of Classic Hollywood
filmmaking as a means to explore the state of Black life and ways of being in America’s past and
present, positioning film as a way in which identity and meaning are created in our media
saturated landscape.
In the most elementary terms, afropessimism is a theoretical body of work in Black
academic studies that re-contextualizes past, present, and future Black life through the prism of
slavery. It theorizes that all Black life has been and continues to be affected by the anti-Black
violence of slavery and incarceration. Just as crucially, afropessimism holds that white society
has been shaped by both Blackness and myriad violence toward Black people. The beginnings of
afropessimism are seen in sociologist and historian Orlando Patterson’s 1982 text Slavery and
Social Death: A Comparative Study. Here, Patterson introduces a concept critical to
4

Racquel Gates, “The Last Shall Be First: Aesthetics and Politics in Black Film Media,” Film Quarterly 71, no. 2
(Winter 2017): 40.

4

afropessimism: social death, a phenomenon that is described as a “non-personhood” imposed on
a slave in which the slave is defined as “a nameless ‘genealogical isolate,’ stripped of selfprotection and of honor, ‘without power except through another.’”5 It should be noted that
Patterson did not intend his theory of social death to apply exclusively to the condition of Black
or African slaves, and he has questioned the appropriation of the concept by afropessimist
writers. Rather, “he does not think that African-Americans are currently ‘in a situation of social
death,’ and has called his influence on Afropessimism ‘ironic.”6
Nevertheless, Patterson’s theory of social death has served as an central concept for
afropessimism. Adapting social death’s original meaning, afropessimists argue that all Black
people are caught in social death due to the lingering effects of slavery––or, more radically, the
lack of emancipation post-slavery as the United States shifted from enslavement to mass
incarceration of Black people as a result of law codes that have disproportionately been used
against Black communities. More crucially, the state of Black social death is a central building
block, if not the central building block, of white supremacist nations like the United States as the
social and governing order of the country “is fundamentally built on and structured by this antiblackness which has made it possible to arbitrarily enslave, imprison, harm, and kill people
racialized as Black for centuries.”7

5

Michael Fellman, “Work(s) Reviewed: Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study by Orlando Patterson,”
The International History Review 6, no. 2 (May 1984): 328.
6

Vinson Cunningham, “The Argument of Afropessimism,” New Yorker, July 13, 2020. https://www.newyorker.com/
magazine/2020/07/20/the-argument-of-afropessimism.
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2017. https://www.e-ir.info/2017/06/27/afro-pessimism-fugitivity-and-the-border-to-social-death/.
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The origins of contemporary afropessimism as a school of thought are somewhat
undefined, but one critical 2003 interview between Wilderson and Saidiya Hartman in Duke
University’s journal of theory in the humanities and social sciences Qui Parle is often pointed to
as its inception. The first use of afropessimism as a term is credited to economists of the 1970s
and 1980s on the African continent following twentieth century postcolonial interventions by the
United States and Europe, but at the start of the new millennium, the definition of afropessimism
began to shift.8 Wilderson says that afropessimism’s new meaning began to take shape due to the
engagement of Black academia with community organizing in the Bay Area and around the
University of California Berkeley, where Wilderson obtained his PhD in 2004 and Hartman
taught from 1992 to 2006.9 In Wilderson and Hartman’s conversation entitled “The Position of
Unthought,” the theorists discuss Hartman’s 1997 text Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and
Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America, which Wilderson praises as “tremendous and
courageous.” He states that:
“[So] often in black scholarship, people consciously or unconsciously peel away
from the strength and the terror of their evidence in order to propose some kind of
coherent, hopeful solution to things. Your book, in moving through these scenes
of subjection as they take place in slavery, refuses to do that. And just as
importantly, it does not allow the reader to think that there was a radical enough
break to reposition the black body after Jubilee.”10

8

Aaron Robinson and Frank B. Wilderson III, “The Year Afropessimism Hit the Streets?: A Conversation at the
Edge of the World,” Literary Hub, August 27, 2020. https://lithub.com/the-year-afropessimism-hit-the-streets-aconversation-at-the-edge-of-the-world/.
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Dean and Frank B. Wilderson III, “Frank B. Wilderson in Conversation with Aria Dean,” November 0, July
2020. https://www.novembermag.com/content/frank-b-wilderson-iii.
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Frank B. Wilderson III and Saidiya V. Hartman, “The Position of Unthought: An Interview with Saidiya V.
Hartman Conducted by Frank B. Wilderson III,” Qui Parle 13, no. 2 (Spring/Summer 2003): 183.
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As they discuss the range of responses other academics have had around Hartman’s work––
including one critic who found it “pessimistic”––they come to center their discussion about the
framing of slave narratives, both in more formal academic spaces and in a wider sociopolitical
context. Hartman states that Scenes of Subjugation was an argument against “the attempt to make
the narrative of defeat into an opportunity for celebration, the desire to look at the ravages and
the brutality of the last few centuries, but to still find a way to feel good about ourselves,” a
framing of slave narratives in historical texts that she finds “obscene” and “revisionist.”11
From here, the base questions of afropessimism as we know it today begin to form: what
is the agency of Black people in a state of enslavement or incarceration? And more importantly,
how do Black people operate in the world considering that white supremacist society places
Blackness in a permanent state of social death? Hartman and Wilderson seemingly come to a
consensus regarding the centrality of death and Black agency (or the lack thereof) in their work.
In recounting an anecdote from Scenes of Subjugation, Hartman discusses how violence and the
constant proximity to death shaped the being of enslaved people. Referring back to Wilderson’s
research, she says:
“[this] is something you talk about in your work as well, this existence in the
space of death, where negation is the captive’s central possibility for action,
whether we think of that as a radical refusal of the terms of the social order or
these acts that are sometimes called suicide or self-destruction, but which are
really an embrace of death. Ultimately it’s about the paradox of agency for those
who are in these extreme circumstances. And basically, there are very few
political narratives that can account for that.”

11

Wilderson and Hartman, 185-86.

7

Hartman and Wilderson center their theory in the idea of Black social death and anti-Black
violence in society, succinctly articulating the very meaning of contemporary afropessimism in a
single sentence: “[Black people] give this nation coherence because we’re its underbelly.”12
In the years following this interview, Hartman and Wilderson––joined by other theorists
such as Christina Sharpe, Jared Sexton, kihana miraya ross, and Fred Moten––further articulated
their critical framework through texts that radically reframed the conception of slavery and
Blackness in America. Hartman would do so through books and essays such as Lose Your
Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route (2006), “Venus in Two Acts” (2008), and
Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments: Intimate Histories of Riotous Black Girls, Troublesome
Women, and Queer Radicals (2019)––all gorgeously written and intellectually rigorous tomes
that re-contextualize the archives and histories of young Black women from the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Wilderson, on the other hand, would forgo Hartman’s historical focus and
instead craft a more-or-less definitive grammar of afropessimist thought. His first full-length
book, Red, White, & Black: Cinema and the Structure of U.S. Antagonisms (2010), was a study
of popular films that directly engage with topics of race. Through films as diverse as Haile
Gerima’s Bush Mama (1976) to Marc Forester’s Monster’s Ball (2001), Wilderson uses
contemporary visual culture to illustrate the core tenets of afropessimism, which he argues is a
thoroughly anti-humanist position as he understands the sociopolitical and ontological position
of Black people to be “the very antithesis of a human subject” and that Blackness as racialized

12

Wilderson and Hartman, 187.

8

by white people is inseparable from slavery.13 To further this point, he refers to white people as
“masters” or “settlers” and Black people as “slaves” throughout the book.14 This framing of
Blackness is violent and unforgiving, but it is wholly reflective of our world and a (white
supremacist) social structure that predicates itself on Black suffering and subjugation.
In addition to Wilderson’s Red, White, & Black, the role of the visual has always been of
importance to afropessimists. The last half of Wilderson and Hartman’s Qui Parle interview
turns to an analysis of race in the visual field, particularly in popular mainstream film. Wilderson
opens the conversation by asking how one can even go watch a film seeing as “every film––if it
is in any way going to communicate some type of empathy that the audience can walk away
with––has to have black death as its precondition.”15 Hartman agrees with this sentiment and
says that she considers “99.5% percent of U.S. Cinema [to be] a totally instrumental pernicious
propaganda machine.”16 The two theorists wrestle with how “white supremacy [seems] to be so
bound up in the visual,” and in conceiving this argument, Hartman refers back to theorist and
psychiatrist Frantz Fanon and his text Black Skin, White Masks (1952), which Wilderson will
later frame as one of the seminal works in afropessimist thought. Referencing Black Skin, White
Masks’ “The Fact of Blackness,” she says:

13

Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, & Black: Cinema and the Structure of U.S. Antagonisms (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2010), 8.
14

Wilderson, 24-25.

15

Wilderson and Hartman, 190-91.

16

Wilderson and Hartman, 196.
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“I think that visually, the threat of blackness is somehow heightened. Fanon’s
"Look! A Negro": that's the formulation, and within the racial classificatory
schema that is how much of the work is done, especially in terms of the way
racialization has operated: how it disposes of bodies, how it appropriates their
products, and how it fixes them in a visual grid.”17
Since this initial meeting of the minds, afropessimist theory has been applied to a variety of
visual fields, one of the most influential being Christina Sharpe’s In the Wake: On Blackness and
Being from 2016 (which I discuss at length in the chapter on Ina Archer). These works, often
combining an afropessimist framework with a more traditional analysis such as psychoanalytic
theory or post-structuralism, frame race in the visual field as not only a symptom of the world’s
anti-Blackness, but also one of the chief mechanisms in which white supremacy is maintained.
The school of afropessimism––especially as conceived by Wilderson––has been met with
criticism from others in the academy. Hartman’s interpretation of American history had
previously been met with criticism, but the 2020 publishing of Wilderson’s “autotheory” or
memoir-cum-theoretical text Afropessimism was a subject of fierce debate for its stark vision of
social order and conception of race. Many, even those who stridently agreed with Wilderson’s
conception of anti-Blackness at the core of Western life, took issue with his “fatalistic” and
largely nihilistic view that social death was permanent for Black people.18 This issue of futurity
in terms of Black life is one that Wilderson rebukes to a certain extent: the absence of antiBlackness is possible but only in the case of a world-shattering––even world-ending––
commitment to abolition.19
17

Wilderson and Hartman, 191.

18

Robinson and Wilderson.

19

Dean and Wilderson.

10

It should be noted that the goal of this thesis is not to establish the video works it
addresses as afropessimist or necessarily in line with afropessimist theory. Aspects of
afropessimism will be used here as a framework to discuss the grammar of anti-Blackness in a
moving image context, and more importantly, how artists appropriate this visual language as a
means of fighting against subjugation. None of the artists studied in this text have explicitly
linked themselves to afropessimist theory; the only direct connection between afropessimism and
these works is that Garrett Bradley has cited Saidiya Hartman as an inspiration for her work, and
that the two have appeared in conversation during screenings of her films. Wilderson himself
notes that it is possible––and even enlightening––to read a work not associated with
afropessimism through an afropessimist lens. In an interview for the art and theory magazine
November, Wilderson uses Danish filmmaker Lars von Trier’s Manderlay (2006) as an example
of such: Wilderson says that with his plantation liberation-gone-awry film, von Trier
“unintentionally [stumbled]” upon a narrative that “explains Black suffering” with its
understanding “that whether it is the despotism of the tyrannical government like slavery or the
liberalism of democratic civil society like what [Manderlay’s white main character] Grace sets
up in the film, it makes no spatial or temporal difference for the slave.”20
The works in this study––Jenkins’s Mass of Images, Archer’s Osmundine (Orchid Slap),
and Bradley’s America––have been selected for both their artistic merit and the conditions of
their production that make them the most applicable for afropessimist study. The filmmakers of
these video works––all of whom identify as Black––appropriate images from films of the Classic
Hollywood era, meaning that they were made and released by Los Angeles-based production

20

Dean and Wilderson.

11

companies in between 1910 and 1967 with the exception of 1978’s The Wiz, whose musical
number “Believe in Yourself (Reprise)” is used in Archer’s Osmundine (Orchid Slap).
Additionally, all of the films used in Jenkins, Archer, and Bradley’s work are all films that
Wilderson would call “Master/Settler/Human films” as they were made by a white director but
feature prominent storylines that involve Black people.21
The temporal demarcations of the era of filmmaking that Jenkins, Archer, and Bradley
appropriate are somewhat blurry as “Classic Hollywood” has colloquially become a catch-all
term for “old movies.” But the definition of this period is critically important to this study, which
argues that it stretches from World War I to the Vietnam War, and is characterized by seismic
shifts in filmmaking and film-viewing that went from silent film to “the talkies,” black-and-white
to color, and through numerous eras of censorship. The Classic Hollywood era is not to be
confused with the Golden Age of Hollywood, an exhilarating peak for Classic Hollywood in the
1930s, 1940s, and 1950s, where filmmaking was marked by artistic innovation, economic
success, and celebrity. Examples of Golden Age filmmaking include sweeping romances such as
Casablanca (1942), film noir thrillers like Double Indemnity (1944), and lighthearted comedies
that served as vehicles for box office stars such as Buster Keaton, Cary Grant, and Audrey
Hepburn.
Classic Hollywood is perhaps easiest to mark by the movies that heralded the beginning
and end of the period. Classic Hollywood’s death is the most clearly defined and dramatic:
August 13, 1967, or, the release date of Arthur Penn’s Bonnie and Clyde. Starring Warren Beatty
and Faye Dunaway––who would later be regarded as two of the industry’s most bankable and

21

Wilderson, 29.

12

talented stars––the film tracks the exploits of the eponymous bank robbers and their demise.
With its unprecedented graphic violence and anti-hero protagonists, critics were decidedly mixed
on the film upon its release with some critics admonishing the filmmaker’s portrayal of
bloodshed and others praising its gritty realism. Critic Pauline Kael called the film “the most
excitingly American American movie since The Manchurian Candidate,” and audiences,
seemingly in agreement with Kael’s assessment, made it one of the highest-grossing films of the
year.22
Bonnie and Clyde’s runaway success altered the entire fabric of Hollywood, ushering in
an era of filmmakers that wanted to explore the limits of visual storytelling. Inspired by the
ingenuity of the French New Wave and the failed promises of the 1960s’ counterculture, a new
generation of American filmmakers made movies loaded with violence, sex, and cynicism––like
The Graduate (1968), Easy Rider (1969), and The Last Picture Show (1971)––that indicated a
shift in the film industry and the wider American culture as a whole. Notably, there was
pushback from the film industry establishment at the time of these films’ releases. Bonnie and
Clyde did not win the Academy Award for Best Picture at the 1968 Oscars; instead, the arguably
more traditional In the Heat of the Night––which will be discussed at length later on in this
thesis––took home the award that evening.
If Bonnie and Clyde signaled Classic Hollywood’s death knell, then which film started it
all? The answer, as disturbing as it is, is clear: D. W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation in 1915.
Griffin’s The Birth of a Nation is a racist fantasia of rape, murder, and sociopolitical anarchy that
follows the dissolution of two white families during the Civil War and afterwards. Griffin’s
22
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horrifically untrue story of the Reconstruction-era South is one where Black men forcibly marry
white women and rig elections, and the only hope for the political order of white supremacy to
return is the Ku Klux Klan, who are portrayed here as heroes instead of terrorists.
At the time of the film’s release, The Birth of a Nation was both reviled and revered, and
its impact on American culture was immediate. Upon the film’s first screenings for critics, many
hailed it as a technical masterpiece, and the innovations in film editing and staging that Griffith
employed are one of the major reasons why academics argue for the film’s continued space in the
Classic Hollywood film canon. In film critic Richard Brody’s aptly titled 2013 essay for The New
Yorker “The Worst Thing About Birth of a Nation Is How Good It Is,” Brody writes about the
film’s then-unprecedented use of cinematography and cinematic realism to develop the
characters and conflict in the story, utilizing “open frames, complex staging, and multiple planes
of action” in ways that were truly cutting-edge in comparison to other filmmaking at the time. He
continues:
“The merits of its grand enduring aesthetic make [The Birth of a Nation]
impossible to ignore and, despite its disgusting content, also make it hard not to
love. And it’s that very conflict that renders the film all the more despicable, the
experience of the film more of a torment––together with the acknowledgement
that Griffith, whose short films for Biograph were already among the treasures of
world cinema, yoked his mighty talent to the cause of hatred (which, still worse,
he sincerely depicted as virtuous).”23
The political effects of The Birth of a Nation were, as many of the film’s critics predicted,
disastrous. The film’s first official foray into politics occurred when Griffith screened the film for
President Woodrow Wilson in February 1915 at the White House to thunderous acclaim from the
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president––himself a son of the Reconstruction South and purveyor of racist myth––and his
allies.24 As the film was released to the general public in the spring of 1915, the Ku Klux Klan
was revitalized in the vision of Griffith’s film as new recruits saw the film as a call to action for
white supremacy. The Klan revival spurred by The Birth of a Nation borrowed heavily from
Griffith’s vision of the Reconstruction-era Ku Klux Klan––which, like the majority of the film
itself, was historically inaccurate. The costumes and the fraternity-like hierarchy of the
organization seen in the film was not present in the actual Ku Klux Klan of the Reconstruction;
their robes were colorful, and various chapters of the Ku Klux Klan were not as united. Instead
of drawing on these aesthetics, recruiting advertisements for joining a local chapter of the Ku
Klux Klan after the release of The Birth of a Nation featured the dramatic white robes and
superhuman stature of the film’s version of Klansmen.25
Ironically, the film also helped to bring attention to the growing power of the then sixyear-old National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Realizing the
potentially destructive portrayal of Black people and white supremacist vigilantism, the NAACP
(led at the time by Moorfield Storey) organized protests against screening the film. Although the
film was still available to screen in most of the United States, the organization’s activism led it to
be banned in Iowa and Kansas and in numerous cities.26
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Griffith’s film looms large in this study, in many ways haunting each one of these videos
with its legacy of anti-Blackness. A scene from The Birth of a Nation featuring white actors in
blackface portraying freed slaves is used in Jenkins’ Mass of Images, and while the film is not
directly appropriated in Bradley or Archer’s work, the films they do use are certainly impacted
by Griffith’s work: writer James Baldwin even called In the Heat of the Night (which Archer
interpolates in Osmundine (Orchid Slap)) a “descendent” of The Birth of a Nation.27 This film’s
continued presence in this thesis highlights an essential facet of this research and its relevance in
terms of afropessimist thought: just as anti-Black racism is one of the foundational features of
modern society, anti-Black racism is also––as evidenced by the continued legacy of The Birth of
a Nation and minstrelsy––a foundation of filmmaking in the United States.
Considering both the historical record of racism in Hollywood and the concerted efforts
of scholars and artists to deconstruct the anti-Blackness central to the American archive of
moving images, the following three chapters combine formal analysis and contemporary theory
to examine one of Frank Wilderson’s central questions from that fateful Qui Parle interview:
“Why does white supremacy seem to be so bound up in the visual?”28
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Chapter 1: Ulysses Jenkins's Mass of Images (1978)

In 1987, Ethnic Notions, an hour-long documentary by filmmaker Marlon Riggs,
premiered on Public Broadcasting. The documentary was a searing document of Black
minstrelsy and stereotype in American film and television, covering culture from the antebellum
period to the Civil Rights Movement. Riggs––who would later become a target of conservative
censorship and ire for his film Tongues Untied in 1989––shows images of Blackface in film and
harmful, racist stereotypes that plagued culture and “presents [his] arguments in an efficient if
familiar show-and-tell format, setting a series of artifacts against a dark background while a
sound track of grim synth tones underscores the violence lurking behind their insidiously
cheerful appearances.”1
A near decade before Riggs’ Ethnic Notions and his follow-up, the posthumously released
Color Adjustment (1992), artist Ulysses Jenkins produced his first piece of video art, 1987’s
Mass of Images. A concentrated and more interpretive version of Riggs’ documentary, Jenkins
surveys the anti-Blackness of American filmmaking in the Classic Hollywood era through film
stills and an accompanying monologue. In four short minutes, Jenkins captures his rage at these
racist images, knowing that their continued presence in Hollywood haunts both his work and the
films the entertainment industry still crafts.
Ulysses Jenkins was born in 1946 in Los Angeles, California, to parents from the South
who moved to the Culver City neighborhood during the era of the Great Migration. He attended
Hamilton High School, an “unofficially integrated but still predominantly white” public school
1
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in the Los Angeles Unified School District.2 In 1964, Jenkins left his hometown to attend college
at Southern University, a historically Black college near Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Here, he
obtained a bachelor's degree in drawing and painting, and the experience in the South during the
height of the Civil Rights Movement was a surreal, intense time for the teenage Jenkins. His
college art was steeped in the history of Black people in the South and the present-day fight for
liberation, but on his campus, he and his fellow students faced anti-Black violence and
surveillance from white Louisianans and the police––a stark and terrifying difference from the
relative tolerance Jenkins was surrounded with in his youth.3
Following his graduation from Southern University, he returned to Los Angeles with the
ambitions to start a career in the arts. He spent a few years working for the Los Angeles
Probation Department at Central Juvenile Hall and Alonzo and Dale Davis’ Brockman Gallery.4
Jenkins described his experiences working with the juvenile delinquents at Central Juvenile Hall
was very inspiring and led him to pursue mural painting.5 His mural work opened him up to the
lively arts scene in the Venice neighborhood of Los Angeles, with his first work The Rat Trap in
1972 in the bustling Venice Beach area. Bright and detailed, this mural demonstrates Jenkins's
nascent interest in using storytelling as a means of communicating Black perspectives and
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advocating for social change.6 In addition to starting his mural practice, Jenkins also started
working with video by co-founding the collective Venice Video News. His footage from this time
in his artistic practice––which included the 1972 Watts Festival commemorating the sixth
anniversary of the Watts Riots––would not be released until years after with his 1980 video
Remnants of the Watts Festival.7
Following a brief stint in Hawaii to spend time with his partner Victoria Scott, he
returned to Los Angeles in 1975. Renowned muralist Judy Baca recruited Jenkins to assist with
her Social and Public Art Resource Center-funded project The Great Wall of Los Angeles
(1976-1984). Located on a half-mile stretch of the Tujunga Wash in the San Fernando Valley,
Baca’s project was an ambitious mural that “[focused] on the history of California and
[highlighted] the often-underrepresented figures of color who have shaped the cultural and
sociopolitical landscape of the state.”8 Jenkins and his team of artists conceived and painted the
Gold Rush portion of the mural, focusing on the stories of Joaquín Murrieta and Biddy Mason
[Fig. 2].9 Following his work on The Great Wall of Los Angeles, Jenkins completed the solo
mural project Transportation Brought Art to the People (1976) and contributed to the Crenshaw
Wall mural in Leimert Park.10
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The same year Jenkins enrolled in the Otis Art Institute’s Intermedia Department for his
Masters of Fine Arts, he conceived, created, and edited his first work of video art.11 Shot in
grainy black and white, Mass of Images begins with an opening shot of three television sets piled
on top of another on what appears to be a stage (as indicated by the curtain backdrop). Jenkins
slowly rises from behind the televisions, his face shrouded by sunglasses and a type of plastic
mask and his shoulders draped with an American flag print scarf. The audience hears his labored
breathing through the mask as the camera zooms in on his face, and he shakily raises his arms as
he begins to intone, “you’re just a mass of images you’ve gotten to know.” The “you” in this
address is the viewer––in this context, likely a Black viewer [Fig. 3]. He pauses in between the
words “images” and “you’ve,” which give his message a hypnotic and lyrical quality. He
crouches back behind the television sets, and a montage––a literal mass of images––plays. The
images are all film stills of blackface in silent film, from Birth of a Nation to Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(1927). The montage ends, and the video returns to Jenkins. He emerges from behind his props in
a wheelchair, guiding himself with the long handle of a sledgehammer. In addition to the facial
coverings and American flag, he is wearing a bathrobe and an Adidas shirt, which the bathroom
obscures except for the “id” portion of the Adidas logo.12 As he wheels himself out, he continues
talking: “from years and years of TV shows.” He repeats these three lines and adds another three
lines, also said in the same slow and raspy voice as more images of minstrelsy flash across the
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screen: “the hurting thing, the hidden pain, was written and bitten into your veins. I won’t and I
don’t relate, but to some, I think it’s too late.”
Jenkins repeats his entire monologue, this time at a quicker pace as he moves the
wheelchair back and forth. Upon his third repetition, his voice switches from labored to frenzied,
and he stands up with the sledgehammer in hand. There is a quick still of Gone with the Wind’s
Hattie McDaniel, and then it switches back to Jenkins with his back to the camera facing the
televisions [Fig. 4]. He raises the sledgehammer and turns as if he is about to strike the
televisions, but he stops and grunts before the hammer makes impact. Jenkins starts laughing,
and says “they won’t let me,” referring to the act of smashing the monitors. He turns around and
starts menacingly approaching the camera, hammer raised as if he is about to smash the camera.
His monologue starts in full for one last time: “you’re just a mass of images / you’ve gotten to
know / from years and years of TV shows / the hurting thing, the hidden pain / was written and
bitten in your veins / I won’t and I don’t relate / but for some of you, I think it’s too late.” Just as
his sledgehammer is about to make contact with the camera, the video cuts to credits.
Mass of Images is, upon first viewing, a simple video: shot in low fidelity with little
production value by way of props or film editing outside of the switch between film stills and
footage of Jenkins. The technological simplicity––a single camera and intercutting of still images
instead of moving ones––in many ways mirrors the film and television Jenkins is directly
referencing as the still images he draws from these racist films serve the same narrative function
as silent film intertitles: they provide the context––American anti-Black racism as reflected
through film––for the Jenkins’s performance of rage and refusal. This video’s minimalist
simplicity, though, serves an explicit purpose outside of pure aesthetics as it allows for a focus on
21

the elements of pacing and structure that make Mass of Images a complex analysis of the issue of
representation in Hollywood.
As many writers, researchers, and curators have noted, Mass of Images is a work that is
primarily about the issue of Black representation in Hollywood. Naima J. Keith, a Los Angelesbased curator who has worked at institutions such as the California African American Museum
and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, described the video as “an example of how black
artists reconfigured images from popular culture in order to explore various stereotypes in media
history that have reflected and reinforced deeper patterns of historical racism in the United
States.”13 Representation in behind and in front of the camera has long been the center of
conversation in Black cinema studies, but the various arguments regarding Blackness on film
reveals the intricacies of Jenkins's study of media, positioning it as an exercise in both righteous
anger and futility.
To best understand Jenkins's focus on Black representation, it is necessary to look at the
conditions of Black Los Angeles following the Civil Right Movement––a period marked by
economic inequality, police brutality, and a broad coalition of Black Angelenos who used the arts
and public projects to advocate for themselves in the face of radical change in the city. From the
late 1960s to the 1980s, the Los Angeles art scene was a hotbed of experimentation and
politically aware art as Black artists used art to advocate for their community following the
fallout of the 1965 Watts Uprising. In August of 1965, a white California Highway Patrolman
pulled over Marquette Frye on suspicion of drunk driving, and the arrest quickly turned violent
as the officer struck Frye. This incident––another indignity following Black Los Angeles’ long
13
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history with police brutality and redlining––set off a nearly week-long riot in the Watts
neighborhood of Los Angeles that resulted in four thousand arrests, thirty-four deaths, and
millions of dollars in property damage.14 Naima J. Keith describes Watts as a “a poignant
statement about the volatile reality of race relations during that era.” She continues:
“Racism and discrimination in education, employment, and housing were an
undeniable reality, and in the wake of the rebellion, artists in Los Angeles began
to reconsider the political and social potential of their work and to look for ways
to represent the crises facing their city and communities. Among the important
practices that artists generated in the rebellion’s aftermath, assemblage and film
were especially significant.”15
Black artists in Los Angeles––many of whom were sculptors or multimedia artists––
recommitted their artistic practices in the post-Watts era to respond to the upheaval in their
communities, and they additionally affirmed their commitment to the city and its people by
founding various artistic collectives. Jenkins was either a founding member or associated figure
with many of Los Angeles’ premier collectives, many of which provided a helpful network to
Black artists who found emotional and monetary support hard to come by in predominantly
white spaces––a struggle that Jenkins experienced while trying to produce his video works for
public access channels in Southern California in the mid-1970s.16 In addition to Jenkins's
aforementioned Video Venice News collective, he also was also involved with Studio Z––a
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coalition of Black artists that included Senga Nengudi, David Hammons, Barbara McCullough,
Houston Conwill, and others––beginning in 1978 with Nengudi’s public art installation Freeway
Fets.17
Arguably the most notable Black art collective of this era was the L.A. Rebellion, a
loosely connected group of filmmakers and artists whose achievements in cinema are still felt
today. Named by film scholar and writer Clyde Taylor, the L.A. Rebellion was a collective of
Black filmmakers who attended the University of California, Los Angeles’ prestigious film
department from the late 1960s to the early 1980s.18 As with other Los Angeles artists, the young
filmmakers at UCLA found themselves at “the nexus of intense local political activity… as well
as vigorous theoretical debates about film aesthetics and reconsiderations of the role of art in
efforts to affect social change.”19 Trained in both theory and film history––they were just as
inspired by Italy’s Neorealist tradition as Latin America’s Third Cinema movement of the
1960s––these students wrote, filmed, and produced a wide range of films that explored a vast
array of Black experiences in America and beyond.20 The most notable L.A. Rebellion
filmmakers include Larry Clark, Charles Burnett, Julie Dash, Haile Gerima, Zeinabu irene Davis,
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and others, many of whom crafted classic works in the American independent film canon either
as their thesis film or first post-graduate work.
Although the films of the L.A. Rebellion traverse time, place, and genre, there is one
unifying factor to them: they showcase Black stories as conceived by Black creators––then, and
still today, a rarity in filmmaking. Julie Dash’s Daughters of the Dust (1991) is a breathtaking
character study of the Gullah people of South Carolina, and Charles Burnett’s 1977 Killer of
Sheep––arguably the movement’s first true masterpiece––is an episodic day-in-the-life look at
Watts’ Black working class. Through these stories, the filmmakers of the L.A. Rebellion “posit
that black creativity is not frivolous or secondary to political change but fundamental to any
attempt to restore and preserve the well-being of black individuals and communities.”21 In the
face of white Hollywood’s one-dimensional conception of Blackness and fantastical and farcical
Blaxploitation films of the 1970s, the L.A. Rebellion represented a type of storytelling that
showed a fuller spectrum of Black life, showcasing both the inner emotional lives of Black
people while understanding the long-term effects of racist trauma.
While Ulysses Jenkins and the L.A. Rebellion did not overlap in terms of collaboration, it
is important to recognize that all of these filmmaking practices are a result of living amidst the
din of Hollywood, both in an economic and artistic sense. Jenkins, who grew up near the bustling
studios of Culver City, was well aware of the strife Black creators faced in the entertainment
industry through his struggles with LA Public Access, which he recounts in his 1990 memoir
Doggerel Life: Stories of A Los Angeles Griot: the industry was “exploitative” and
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“manipulative.”22 Renowned film scholar Jacqueline Stewart notes that this pressure was present
for the filmmakers of the L.A. Rebellion as well:
“But for artists working in the entertainment capital of the world, the stakes would
seem to be especially high either to reject the aesthetic and business models
exemplified by Hollywood or to assimilate them. For Los Angeles-based artists
who are black, furthermore, the complex legacy of black performers (so
aggressively confined to modes aimed at pleasing white audiences) complicates
efforts to be taken seriously as creative agents and to develop affirming creative
productions that are financially stable, let alone autonomous.”23
Both Jenkins and the L.A. Rebellion filmmakers’ artistic practices are the result of a
longing for representations of Blackness without the violence of the studio system and its racist
clichés. Yet, the ideological struggle of Black representation in film is far too complex to be
summed up within a single film or video work. For many scholars, the question of what a
liberatory Blackness on screen could look like is still largely unanswered. Afropessimist theory’s
conception of Black representation in cinema is complex, informed by a legacy of Black trauma
in film and the question of more equitable portrayals on screen even being possible in a visual
framework. Wilderson’s Red, White, & Black addresses some of his concerns with contemporary
Black cinema studies near the introduction of his text. He begins by describing Black film theory
as such:
“Film Theory, as concerns Black American cinema from 1967 to the present, is
marked by several characteristics. Nearly all of the books and articles are
underwritten by a sense of urgency regarding the tragic history and bleak future of
a group of people marked by slavery in the Western hemisphere; this, they would
all agree, is the constitutive element of the word Black. To this end, most are
concerned with how cinematic representation hastens that bleak future or
intervenes against it. Cinema, then, has pedagogic value, or, perhaps more
22
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precisely, pedagogic potential. Broadly speaking, Black film theory hinges on
three questions: What does cinema teach Blacks about Blacks? What does cinema
teach Whites (and others) about Blacks? Are those lessons dialogic with Black
liberation or with our further, and rapidly repetitive, demise?”24
He continues that Black film theory’s urgency and “anxiety” rests on the fact that academics
view film as having a “hegemonic value––as though there are representations that will make
Black people safe, representations which will put us in danger, representations which will makes
us ideologically aware, and those which will give us false consciousness.”25 This imposed value
and perceived notion that filmic representations of Blackness have a sociopolitical value is
precisely what Wilderson will refute.
He continues his argument by outlining what he conceives as two different “waves” of
Black cinema studies and Black representation, beginning with the New Hollywood era
representations of Blackness that were focused explicitly on fighting back negative stereotypes
with “respectable,” “authentic,” and “good” representation. A second wave of film theorists
pushed back against “the binarism of good/bad, negative/positive” to allow for a wider range of
representation outside of a largely conservative idea of respectability on screen, allowing for a
“space for the iconography of third positions like unwed Black women, gangsters, gays, and
lesbians to enter the Black cinematic ‘family.’” Wilderson contends that this focal shift “replaced
social values as the basis of cinematic representation with semiotic codes, and in doing so, made
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central the question of ideology––much as White political modernists were going on the heels of
[psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan].”26
Wilderson appears to see value in this supposed second wave of Black film theory and
analysis, but he posits that the entire framing of Black film theory and cinematic studies as it is
known is incompatible with afropessimism’s central concept of Black social death. For
Wilderson, even a more measured and analytic approach to Black experiences on screen is
essentially futile, for these representations give these characters agency when Black people in the
real world lack any semblance of “humanity” or agency. He suggests that discourses of modern
Black filmmaking ignore this, saying:
“[Both] the films and the theory tend to posit a possibility of, and a desire for,
Black existence instead of acknowedging the ontological claim of the
Afropessimists that Blackness is that outside which makes it possible for White
and non-White (i.e., Asians and [Latinxs]) positions to exist and, simultaneously,
contest existence. As such, not only is Blackness (Slaveness) outside the terrain of
the White (the Master), it is outside the terrain of the subaltern. Unfortunately,
almost to a person, the film theorists in question see themselves as (i.e., their
assumptive logic takes as given they are) subjects––dominated, oppressed,
downtrodden, reduced to subaltern status, but subjects nonetheless––in a world of
other subjects.”27
Wilderson’s writing in Red, White, & Black on Black representation on film and the way
that academics address it shifts Jenkins's Mass of Images from a work about representation to a
work about the framework of violence that accompanies on-screen images of Blackness. In her
essay “Written and Bitten: Ulysses Jenkins and the Non-Ontology of Blackness,” critic and artist
Aria Dean looks at Jenkins's videos––particularly Mass of Images and Two-Zone Transfer
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(1979)––through an afropessimist lens. Dean takes issue with the prevailing reading of Mass of
Images that positions the work as an example of “the possibility of overcoming the power of
these representations” and the rampant racism in American film and television.28 Interpolating
Wilderson’s theory of afropessimism, Dean argues that this assumption is false as “this
possibility is unrealized in the work,” undermined by Jenkins's anticlimactic refusal to smash the
television monitors as “they won’t let [him].”29 For Dean, this signals that the work should be
seen as “an exercise in failure, rather than a victory over representation” as Jenkins fails “to
assert a legible ontology of himself as a Black subject capable of wreaking havoc over the
images imposed on him.”30
To clarify Dean’s argument, Jenkins's “failure” to overcome anti-Black representation is
not a personal or artistic failure. It is instead a representation of the anti-Blackness so deeply
ingrained in moving image that no single person has the authority to overcome it. Returning to
Wilderson’s texts, he asserts a futility of the moving image for Black people, that the social death
imposed on Blackness renders Black people a non-subject on screen, incapable of the agency a
non-Black subject would have. The climax of the film––“they won’t let me”––amplifies this by
interpreting Jenkins's reasoning behind his inaction as a symbol of social death. This same
argument can be applied also to the films of the L.A. Rebellion: despite the films’ noble attempts
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at asserting a sense of agency through Black storytelling, the sociopolitical conditions of
Blackness remain unchanged.
Dean’s argument positions the deferred destruction as the key to understanding Jenkins's
video, but I posit that the important moment of Mass of Images is not the (anti) climax but his
slow walk towards the camera in the denouement of the video. After not destroying the monitors,
he begins to deliberately repeat his lines, urging their importance as he marches towards the
cameraman. His face is so close to the camera that his image is blurred to the point of
abstraction, yet the tenor of his voice and the clarity of his message remain clear: “You are just a
mass of images.” Jenkins's words are not quite a call to action, but a call to witness the
methodologies used by Hollywood to perpetuate the anti-Black social and political systems that
guide the Western world. In his essay “After the Prism: The Many Returns of Ulysses Jenkins,”
performance curator Ikechúkwú Onyewuenyi says that he “began with an interest in the how of
Jenkins's practice, which is really just an interest in the means for navigating the future. This is
top of mind for Jenkins, for his desire to fashion alternate models of Black televisual production
and critique separate from entertainment is enduring and there for all to see.”31 Despite the
continued legacies of violence that surrounded him, Jenkins was searching for a visual language
that gave voice to Black life in the United States, but this way forward first requires an autopsy
of the American filmic archive––one that Jenkins delivers with a sobering sense of purpose.
It is troubling––and perhaps a credit to Wilderson’s approach to afropessimism––that in
the nearly fifty years since Mass of Images and the heyday of the L.A. Rebellion that the needle
of Black representation in Hollywood has only moved incrementally. Outside of the triumphs of
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Barry Jenkins, a Black director from Miami whose sensitive portrait of a Black gay man
throughout his adolescence and young adulthood Moonlight (2016) won Best Picture at the
Academy Awards in February 2017, Black representation on film is still minimal and relegated to
the neoliberal self-congratulations in films like The Help (2011) and Green Book (2018). Yet,
despite the continued need for Jenkins's message, Mass of Images provides a vital framework for
thinking through the anti-Blackness central to the American film canon. By juxtaposing stills of
violent and racist caricatures of Black people to his own performance, he dissembles the
grammar of the anti-Black image, providing instead a new methodology for its analysis and,
hopefully, abolition. Ulysses Jenkins might not have been able to destroy the televisions, but his
work passes the sledgehammer on to a future generation of Black filmmakers to finally smash
the screen.
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Chapter 2: Ina Archer’s Osmundine (Orchid Slap) (2020)

It was described by critics, moviegoers, and the film’s own director, as the slap heard
around the world. In 1967, In the Heat of the Night was released in American cinemas to acclaim
and shock––most of it over a certain, groundbreaking scene. The crime drama, which was
directed by Norman Jewison and starred acting legend Sidney Poitier, followed a Black homicide
detective from Philadelphia by the name of Virgil Tibbs who––after being initially framed by the
local racist police force following an incident at a local train station––is tasked with solving the
murder of a wealthy northern entrepreneur in the small town of Sparta, Mississippi. Despite
facing anti-Black violence from both inside the police force and from the town residents, Tibbs
solves the murder while he exposes the societal rot at the center of the town along the way,
gaining a semblance of respect from the Sparta police.
Near the climax of the film, Tibbs and his once-begrudging partner Sheriff Sam Wood
visit the home of Mr. Endicott, a high society plantation owner, about the murder as he attends to
his orchid garden in a well-appointed greenhouse. In his novella-length essay of film criticism
The Devil Finds Work, James Baldwin describes the scene:
“In this scene, Tibbs exhibits a somewhat unexpected knowledge of varieties of
plant life. This allows the host to make clear his racial bias. (‘These plants are
delicate. They like the nigras. They need care.’) One thing leads to another, so to
speak, and, eventually, the wealthy horticulturist slaps Tibbs in the face. Under the
eyes of the Sheriff, Tibbs slaps him back. The wealthy host is astonished that the
Sheriff does not shoot Tibbs on the spot: the Sheriff, furious that anyone should
suppose him capable of so base of an action, throws his chewing gum on the
ground (of the powerful host) and stalks out, after Virgil. The wealthy landowner
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(‘There was a day when I could have had you shot!’) looks on in disbelief, and we
leave him weeping, possibly because his day has passed. End of joke.”1
This moment is humid and suffocating with tension and a genteel, distinctly Southern upperclass type of violence––once that serves not only as a reminder of the centuries of chattel slavery
but also the white supremacist collectives that concealed themselves behind the sickly sheen of
society, wealth, and most importantly, the presumed innocence of whiteness. Anchored by the
resolve and boiling anger in Poitier’s performance, the interaction served as a strong rebuke
against the Jim Crow politic that embroiled the South, just as those laws––but crucially, not the
social attitudes––of the region were dismantled by the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
This slap quickly became an iconic moment in American cinema, and it was
groundbreaking, too, as a Black man had never before slapped a white man on screen despite the
decades of violence enacted on Black characters by their white counterparts––and by extension,
their white directors, writers, and producers. Opinions on In the Heat of the Night were mixed
upon release: many critics such as The Village Voice’s Andrew Sarris disliked the film although it
would go on to win Best Picture and Best Adapted Screenplay at the Oscars. Regardless, the slap
scene was a resounding highlight, allegedly eliciting cheers from audiences in the theaters of
integrated cities.2 More than fifty years after In the Heat of the Night’s release, artist Ina Archer
appropriates Poitier’s slap for her multimedia piece Osmundine (Orchid Slap) (2020). First
displayed in her September 2020 exhibition also entitled Osmundine (Orchid Slap) at
Microscope Gallery (New York, NY), Archer’s Osmundine mixes found footage and installation
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to create a commentary on the shifting roles time and moving image serve in Black life and the
perception of Blackness.
Ina Archer straddles artistic and historic worlds. She received her bachelors in Film and
Video from the Rhode Island School of Design and her masters in cinema studies from New
York University. She currently works as an independent film programmer and a media
conservation and digitization specialist at the Smithsonian National Museum of African
American History and Culture in Washington, DC. As an artist, her video and multimedia work
has been included at exhibitions at the Studio Museum in Harlem (New York, NY), the
Contemporary Museum of Art, Houston (Houston, TX), the Spelman College Museum of Fine
Art (Atlanta, GA), and others. She was also a participant in the Whitney Museum of American
Art’s Independent Study Program in studio art.
Archer’s visual art practice is greatly informed by her career in film conservation as her
artistic output since the 1990s has focused on Blackness and race relations in classic Hollywood.
Her works primarily appropriate found footage from films and filmed events that she then warps,
loops, and rearranges to highlight the overt and covert racism in the footage. Her works since the
early 2000s usually feature these videos in a sort of installation paired with memorabilia or
collage. A through-line in all of Archer’s output is a keen knowledge of film history––
specifically the way that the circulation and availability of moving images shapes the public’s
perception of cultural histories. In an essay for the Minneapolis’ Walker Museum of Art’s nowdefunct online publication, The Walker Reader, Archer details the role that twentieth century
plays in her art:
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“Blowing up—or at least blowing the dust off—the canon has long been a subtext
of my artwork. The development of my creative practice, linked with my curiosity
about media preservation and restoration, corresponded with the centennial
celebrations of cinema in the 1990s, when there seemed to be a constant barrage
of ‘Best Of’ and ‘100 Most’ movie lists being named by entities like the [British
Film Institute] and [American Film Institute]. However, established notions of
what constituted notable or worthy film didn’t include works that fascinated me
and that seemed important to study as I tried to grapple with damaging legacy of
minstrelsy and misrepresentation that threads through our film histories. The
[principal] themes in my art, academic studies, and work as a conservator
emerged from that moment.”3
Instead of retelling dominant narratives of cinema, Archer re-contextualizes these films or
highlights the under-seen or “lost” films largely erased from the wider culture as a means to
explore race in America. In a 2013 article for Black Camera, Archer reflects on an earlier stage
of an on-going project called The Lincoln Film Conspiracy, a speculative documentary film and
installation about the now-lost films produced by the Lincoln Motion Picture Company, which
produced five films starring Black actors before the company’s dissolution in the mid-1920s. The
docu-fiction is crafted around a few moments from the 1921 film By Right of Birth––the only
extant clip of a film produced and distributed by Lincoln.4 By mining the archives, Archer is able
to uncover a forgotten aspect of film history and imagine what Black filmmakers and actors
created in the fertile, experimental period of silent film, most of which has decayed or been
destroyed.
Osmundine (Orchid Slap) is an analysis of a more modern film that continues Archer’s
exploration into Blackness on film and issues concerning on-screen representation. Named after
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the organic planting materials used by horticulturists to cultivate orchids, Osmundine (Orchid
Slap) is a multimedia installation that combines video, drawing, and collage to contextualize the
anti-Black racism explored in In the Heat of the Night [Fig. 5]. The piece consists of three
panels: one large middle panel which serves as a projection screen for video and two smaller
panels on either side of the large panel on which no videos are projected. The large middle panel
is an ink and watercolor painting and collage on thick watercolor paper consisting of both
Archer’s own drawings and found images. All in black and white, images of young potted plants,
orchid blooms, and hands holding a plant’s knotted roots adorn the panel. In the middle of this
panel, a rectangular area is kept bare, serving as a “screen” for as a small projector as it projects
a single channel video from a few feet away from the panel, fully visible to the viewer. Most
often, the image is fitted to the paper rectangle, but at certain points during the film, the
projection expands past the edges of this blank space and overlaps Archer’s illustrations and
collages. The left and right panels also feature a mix of Archer’s black and white illustrations in
addition to images taken from agricultural texts about the care and keeping of orchids. Other
images are also collaged on the panel, including a photograph of Sidney Poitier’s stately visage
on the far-right panel.
The projected video, approximately four minute long, is an edited version of In the Heat
of the Night’s iconic slap scene. The scene opens with Endicott’s racist comparison between
Black people and the fragile orchids, incorporating snippets of his dialogue. As Endicott’s
dialogue continues, Archer includes close-up images of orchids with Poitier’s hands touching the
rooted osmundine and the petals of the orchids; additionally, there is a flash of a racist
Blackface-esque ceramic figure that Tibbs and Cook see walking through the grounds of the
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Endicott residence––a sobering reminder of the horrors that were once perpetrated on that tract
of land.
Once Tibbs's brief interrogation of Endicott begins, the scene plays out as it does in the
original film. The camera is fixed on Endicott and Tibbs in side profile, placing them on either
side of the frame in near symmetry. Wood stands in the background of the shot in between Tibbs
and Endicott as the fluorescent green and clinical white of the greenhouse fill the rest of the shot.
As Tibbs asks his questions with a professional ease, Endicott quickly becomes enraged at the
fact that he is considered a suspect, even more so that the man accusing him of this is Black.
Endicott then strikes Tibbs's face, and within seconds, Tibbs responds in kind. From here, Archer
begins her interventions. Archer rewinds and repeats Tibbs's slap over and over again, prolonging
the violence––and retribution––against the anti-Blackness of Endicott and his ilk. The smacks
ring throughout the exhibition space in a manner that “almost resembles a synth drumbeat” with
its clarity and precision.5 The rhythmic quality of this sound is intentional as Archer “wanted that
sound to be the focus of the show.” She has described the ear-piercing intonation of the slap as “a
little tune that was wonderful to hear in a space, resonating as that [slap] resonated in the film
historically.”6 The image of the orchid repeats, too, as an image with dual meaning: it is, of
course, a retort to Endicott’s metaphor between Blackness and the fickle plants by juxtaposing
the orchid next to Poitier’s feat of physical strength and courage. But as it rebukes this argument,
it also serves as a solemn reminder of this racist myth’s continued popularity the white
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community despite all evidence to the contrary, that “Black people have historically been studied
and cataloged as things rather than beings, to be cultivated and confined rather than regarded as
autonomous and equal.”7
At the halfway point of the video, the images shift from In the Heat of the Night to The
Wiz, 1978’s Sidney Lumet-directed and Motown-produced reimagining of The Wizard of Oz.
Archer’s use of The Wiz is limited to a single musical number near the end of the film: “Believe
in Yourself (Reprise),” sung by Black Hollywood legend Lena Horne. Horne, best known to
(non-Black) audiences for her roles in 1940s musicals such as Stormy Weather, appears as Glinda
the Good Witch to encourage Dorothy Gale (Diana Ross) and her compatriots. Dressed in a
sparkling cape and headdress, Horne sings with the loving confidence of an elder imparting
knowledge to a younger colleague––a message that takes on even greater significance
considering Horne’s and Ross’s status in the entertainment industry. “Believe in Yourself
(Reprise)” starts playing in the background of the video after Tibbs and Wood leave Endicott’s
greenhouse, enraged at Endicott’s disrespect to Tibbs. Horne’s voice enters just as the screen
flashes from Endicott’s tears to his butler, an old, frail Black man who watched Tibbs and
Endicott’s altercation with terror. The butler follows Tibbs and Cook as they leave the
greenhouse, but before he leaves, he looks back at Endicott in dismay and shakes his head in
disapproval––likely directed towards Endicott for his actions. For a split second, Horne’s voice
and the image of the butler are contrasted before the main quadrant of the screen cuts to black
and three refracted images of Horne singing play in a semi-circle around the main quadrant. The
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image of Horne is limited to her upper torso, head, and arms, keeping the focus on Horne’s
expressions and virtuosic control of her singing voice.
As Horne’s scene plays on, the repeated and highly edited footage of Poitier’s slap plays
on a loop, creating a powerful crescendo to “Believe in Yourself (Reprise)” as punctuated by the
staccato flesh-to-flesh smacks that ring out through the gallery. A quick succession of images
flashes across the screen that reference the orchids seen in both Endicott’s greenhouse and the
appropriated images from Archer’s collages and clips in black and white of Poitier dancing in his
film To Sir, with Love (also 1967) before the film ends and, in a gallery setting, begins again.8
In other works in the same Microscope Gallery exhibition, Archer examines Hollywood’s
relationship to race in terms of celebrity. Hattie McDaniel: or A Credit to the Motion Picture
Industry (2003) is a four-channel video installation played on four separate VCR monitors [Fig.
6]. Similar to Osmundine (Orchid Slap), Archer stitches together and warps two iconic––but
decidedly more insidious––moments. In 1939, actress Hattie McDaniel won the Academy Award
for Best Actress in a Supporting Role for her portrayal of Mammy, the strong-willed and
protective slave of plantation matriarch Scarlett O’Hara (Vivien Leigh). McDaniel made history
as the first Black person to win an Academy award for her performance. Yet, her win and acclaim
for her performance is shrouded in both Gone with the Wind’s overt racism and McDaniel’s racist
treatment at the hands of the film industry. After being blocked from attending the monumental
Atlanta premiere of Gone with the Wind due to Georgia’s segregation laws, McDaniel was also
barred from sitting with the film’s cast at the Oscars ceremony, which was held at a Los Angeles
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hotel with a “strict no Blacks policy” that required Gone with the Wind’s producer David O.
Selznick “to call in a special favor just to have McDaniel allowed into the building.”9
Despite her groundbreaking win, McDaniel’s legacy as an actress would be defined by
this role, with the majority of her on-screen roles relegated to the minstrelsy-adjacent “mammy”
archetype she played in the film. Despite outcries from leaders in the Black community about the
film’s violent anti-Blackness and ahistoricism, McDaniel defended her involvement in the film,
leading NAACP to “[disown] her for perpetuating racial stereotypes” upon the film’s release.10
In a revisiting of Gone with the Wind’s continued relevance in contemporary film, critic Angelica
Jade Bastién notes that McDaniel’s role in Gone with the Wind is as complicated as the film
itself. Bastién describes Mammy as “the soul and guiding force of the film,” but she also states
that “[it is] also impossible to look past the fact that she brings to life one of the most
troublesome and enduring stereotypes that have beset black women since slavery.”11
For Hattie McDaniel, Archer splices footage of McDaniel’s Oscar acceptance speech
with Halle Berry’s 2002 speech after becoming the first Black actress to win Best Actress in a
Leading Role for Monster’s Ball––more than sixty years after McDaniel’s historic night. Berry’s
speech is ebullient, but it is nearly impossible to view without the sobering and shameful
realization that Hollywood continues to undervalue the contributions of non-white actors.
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Archer’s use of these two speeches are interspersed with footage of Archer as a devilish trickster,
which critic Dessane Lopez Cassel noted in her review of the exhibition for Hyperallergic, is a
way in which “she calls our attention to issues of continuity in the McDaniel footage —
according to critics, proof that the speech was staged by studio elites to appear benevolent in
granting her an artificial moment in the spotlight.”12 In front of these monitors is a small table
with a framed photograph of McDaniel and a handkerchief with her initials, which position
Hattie McDaniel as a shrine of sorts to a complicated figure whose talents were misunderstood
by the industry that claimed to support her. Archer addresses these racism in Hollywood
elsewhere in the exhibition with her video 1/16th of 100%?, which lays bare the racism of
Hollywood through the lens of Golden Age Hollywood cinema’s incorporation of minstrelsy into
popular film from the 1920s to 1950s, in compliance with both the era’s racist censorship laws
and racist societal beliefs.
Where Ulysses Jenkins’ Mass of Images purposely eschews a violent––yet satisfying––
conclusion, Osmundine (Orchid Slap) revels in this moment, using a reserve of Hollywood
history and digital film editing techniques to zero in on this single moment of conflict. Archer’s
focus on the looping image of the smack allows her to examine the anti-Black violence at the
center of the film, using this reclamation as a conduit for understanding the role that moving
image, the circulation of media, and the passage of time play in creating both an ontology of
Blackness in the midst of Black social death.
In the hyperdigital internet era, the repetitive loop at the center of Osmundine is
reminiscent of one pervasive element of contemporary visual culture: the meme. In today’s
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context, a meme can be defined as a text or image-based document on the internet that is shared,
reproduced, and altered by users on social media channels such as Twitter, Reddit, and Facebook;
a meme with a widespread circulation across platforms is considered “viral.” Although the meme
as we know it has quite modern origins that are directly intertwined with the birth of internet
culture, its basis can be traced back to Greek philosophers who coined the term mimesis to
discuss imitation and repetition. Modern theorists such as Walter Benjamin applied mimesis to
semiotic theory and rudimentary biology, understanding mimesis as the reason behind the
propagation of learned behaviors and rituals in a society.13 Pre-internet, evolutionary biologist
Richard Dawkins was the first to coin the term meme––which he defines as “a unit of cultural
transmission”––in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene, creating a separate but similar branch of
theory called memetics.14
While Dawkins’s biological understanding of memes has largely been debunked by the
scientific field, it provides a theoretical framework for the spreading of information via meme on
the Internet. Memes have become a daily part of life through our internet consumption as memes
can take the form of jokes, art (particularly music and digital art), and news, and with the
pervasive nature of memes, a new generation of visual theorists and critics are examining the
internet meme through a socioeconomic and racial lens. Legacy Russell, a theorist and curator
who currently serves as the executive director and chief curator at the Kitchen (New York. NY),
created a video essay in 2020 called BLACK MEME, which was originally screened at Ori
Gallery in Portland, Oregon, in February 2020 alongside fellow artist and theorist Aria Dean’s
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Eulogy for a Black Mass (2018) in an event centered about Blackness, memes, and internet
culture. Constructed as a visual essay, Russell’s video pairs definitions of memetic theory and
screen-recorded Google searches with references to viral internet memes. Some of these memes
are innocent at first blush, but then Russell shows examples of “Trayvoning,” a shockingly racist
and violent meme in which internet users (predominantly white teenage boys) took pictures of
themselves posed face-down with a hoodie, a can of Arizona Iced Tea, and a pack of Skittles as a
hideous imitation of Trayvon Martin, a Black teenager from Samford, Florida, who was
murdered by George Zimmerman while returning home from a trip to the corner store to
purchase a snack. From here, the selection of memes both pre-internet and contemporary is
focused on the themes of Black suffering and/or physical strength: everything from Serena
Williams’ often-GIF’ed victory crip-walk at the 2012 London Olympics to Rodney King’s 1991
brutalization at the hands of the Los Angeles Police Department. With the memes Russell selects,
she posits here that not only is Blackness inherent to the meme, but that “virality often travels
along the lines of Black trauma.”15
In later presentations of BLACK MEME, Russell often presents the video with a lecture
where she elucidates her thinking on the topic of the Black meme. Russell’s thesis consists of
three main points: first, that Blackness is “mimetic”; second, that Black trauma is exploited for
virality by non-Black internet users; and third, that the virality of Blackness offers an opportunity
for White internet users to “blackfish,” or portray themselves––either through Blackface, memes,
or the appropriation of African-American Vernacular English––as Black online. While Russell
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never explicitly states her argument is aligned with afro-pessimist thought, her writing on
Blackness in visual culture as mimetic and violent is certainly aligned with afro-pessimism’s
understanding that violence against Black people shapes the sociopolitical and cultural
ecosystem of the world. By isolating the impact of this to moving images, Russell provides an
argument that outlines a set of visual cues that elucidates the ways in which Osmundine (Orchid
Slap) addresses anti-Black violence in moving images.
In BLACK MEME and its accompanying lecture, Russell references Lime Kiln Club Field
Day, a 1913 film that is considered to be one of the earliest extant silent films featuring an
integrated cast. She incorporates a scene from the film in which the film’s two stars (Bert
Williams and Odessa Warren Grey) kiss. In her lecture (taken from June 2020 virtual appearance
at Atlanta Contemporary in Atlanta, Georgia), she says that Lime Kiln Club Field Day can be
considered to be “one of the first Black memes,” and that “the story of mimetic Blackness cannot
be told without including discussion of this film.”16 In stark contrast to this display of Black love,
Russell also references Birth of a Nation, saying that just as Lime Kiln Club Field Day must be
considered in a framework of mimetic Blackness, the “original sin of American cinema” must as
well:
“Birth of a Nation introduced the use of dramatic close-up, tracking shots and
other expressive movements, parallel action sequences, cross-cutting, and other
editing techniques which established a precedent for today’s widely circulated
reaction GIFs that regularly feature Black actors and performers so much so that
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‘Black action GIFs’ is a actually a searchable category on the GIF search engine
itself GIPHY.”17
In a strictly aesthetic reading of Archer’s Osmundine (Orchid Slap), contemporary
viewers may notice the similarities between Poitier-via-Archer’s repeated slap and the reaction
GIF. The GIF––or a short, looping moving image that exists online as the halfway point between
a JPG and .mov––is a feature of social media as a means of communicating mood or tone.
Russell notes that the reaction GIF (defined as a GIF that in online lingo signifies a user’s
reaction to an event or conversation) is one of the main ways in which Black virality is
established and a way in which white users can Blackfish by using exclusively GIFs featuring
Black characters or people. Serving as a metaphor for Black anger at a white microaggression or
general white nonsense, Poitier’s smack has all of the makings of a reaction GIF with its
hypnotic and repetitive movement––a perfect crystallization of anger and force within the span
of seconds.
Osmundine (Orchid Slap) exists, then, as both an understanding and reclamation of
mimetic Black trauma. By harnessing the visual grammar of two of the primary channels in
which mimetic Blackness exists––filmmaking and memeing––Archer appropriates not only
moving images but the grammar of anti-Black virality by using the editing and framing devices
that shape the look and meaning of modern media. Instead of using a loop of a close-up to
proliferate Black trauma, Archer uses it to highlight and isolate a moment of Black triumph,
delivering a hearty blow to the racist powers-that-be over and over again. It is also notable that
Archer chooses a righteous moment of self-defense considering that, as Russell notes, that the
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circulation of images usually amplifies the pain and death of Black people at the hands of nonBlack people. This theme continues with the brief interpolations of Poitier dancing, a spark of
Black joy that is similarly rare in media.
In this discussion of a moving image, it is also important to address the role of time in an
ontology of Blackness through an afro-pessimist lens. In his essay “The Social Life of Social
Death,” Jared Sexton––one of the foremost practitioners of afro-pessimist theory and a professor
of African American Studies and Film & Media studies at the University of California, Irvine––
invokes In the Heat of the Night to discuss the passage of time in the grasp of social death.
Sexton references an interrogation scene in which Tibbs grills Mama Caleba, a Black abortion
provider Tibbs believes knows who is responsible for the murder. When Tibbs threatens jail time
for Mama Caleba unless she discloses information, he warns of the dangers of jail and begs her
to not “make him have to send [her] to jail.” Mama scoffs at Tibbs's concerns, and Tibbs
responds, “[there] is white time in jail, and colored time. The worst time you can do is colored
time.” Sexton’s essay expands upon Tibbs's “colored time,” described as “interminable, perhaps
even incalculable, stalled time”–– a “social incarceration” that ensnares the Black community.
Sexton continues, saying that it “is the slow time of captivity, the dilated time of the event
horizon, the eternal time of the unconscious, the temporality of atomization.”18
What Sexton is describing here is social death, a topic defined in the introduction of this
research as a state of being without autonomy, one that in the context of afro-pessimism is
applied to Black people whose livelihoods, lives, and deaths continue to be shaped by the
inhuman condition of slavery. With In the Heat of the Night’s slap scene, the lingering effects of
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social death are clearly articulated. Although Tibbs's slap is a moment of triumph, the comedown
is swift: in the original scene, Endicott threatens Tibbs after the slap, saying, “there was a time
when [he] could have had [Tibbs] shot” for the infraction. It is an instance in which the violence
of the recent past overlaps with the neo-colonial and carceral violence of the present era, meant
to intimidate Tibbs by illustrating the risks a Black man faces by disrupting the white town’s
social order––one in which he lacks freedom and safety.
Christina Sharpe, a professor of Black Studies in the humanities at York University
(Toronto, Canada), is one of the primary thinkers whose work contextualizes visual culture
within the framework of social death. Her 2016 book In the Wake: On Blackness and Being
theorizes that, similarly to Sexton and Wilderson’s applications of social death to afropessimism, Black people live in what Sharpe calls “the wake,” defined as “to occupy and to be
occupied by the continuous and changing present of slavery’s as yet unresolved unfolding.”19 In
the wake, Blackness and living as a Black person is irreconcilably altered by the violence of
slavery and its aftereffects in the contemporary era: forced migrations, police brutality, state
violence, mass incarceration, and the specter of premature death as a result of the wake. Sharpe
notes that art, history, and language from Black artists is critical in understanding how the wake
operates, saying that studying the wake involves “ways of seeing and imaging responses to terror
in the varied and various ways that our Black lives are lived under occupation; ways that attest to
the modalities of Black life lived in, as, under, and despite Black death.”20
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Conceptualizing time, death, and history is critical in Sharpe’s excavation of the wake in
contemporary life. In one of her discussions of the aesthetics of time within the condition of the
wake, Sharpe compares two films, Julie Dash’s Daughters of the Dust (1991) and British artistfilmmaker Steve McQueen’s 12 Years a Slave (2013). It is worth noting that there are a vast
number of differences between these two films: Dash’s film is a post-slavery narrative of South
Carolina’s Gullah islanders, and McQueen’s film is a biopic of Solomon Northrup, a free Black
man from the Northern United States kidnapped and sold into slavery on a 19th century
plantation in Louisiana. Yet, Sharpe cleverly compares both filmmakers’ use and understanding
of filmic time when telling the stories of Black people, saying:
“[12] Years a Slave is a film that Steve McQueen has said ‘is about love’ and that
his work here, ‘is about keeping the tension.’ He continues, ‘I love the idea of just
being in real time, being present, being there. I’m a filmmaker, so I always think:
‘When is the breaking point? When is long enough?’’ If we think Daughters
alongside [12] Years, we might ask where and when is the breaking point in the
latter film, or for that matter in most contemporary films in the West, in their
representations of Black suffering (of the wake, the hold, the weather, the ship).
Where is the breaking point, the breath, the pause where the circulation,
production, and reception of images of Black suffering and, importantly, the
pleasure in them are concerned? The long time/the long shot, the residence time
of Black life always on the verge of and in death, goes on.”21
Sharpe also explores intertwined-ness of Blackness and time in the moving image in her other
criticism, such as her review of Wilderson’s Red, White, and Black for Oxford University Press’
American Literary History. Calling upon the viral image of Rodney King’s 1991 beating, Sharpe
posits that with the proliferation of the video and edits of it by the media, “[the] taped beating as
supposedly incontrovertible evidence of police brutality against Rodney King is thrown into
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question, the frame manipulated and slowed down, sound removed, and so on, and the brutality
shifted from the police to King himself.”22
By thinking through Osmundine (Orchid Slap) as both a reclamation of mimetic
Blackness and time in the wake, we begin to see the installation through what Sharpe calls
“Black annotations” and “Black redactions”––an artistic intervention in media by Black artists
that revisions narratives by prioritizing “[redaction] and annotation towards seeing and reading
otherwise; toward reading and seeing something in excess of what is caught in the frame; toward
seeing something beyond a visuality that is… subtended by the logics of the administered
plantation.”23 Sharpe notes that with its tight control over time and narrative, Dash’s Daughters
of the Dust includes Black annotations and redactions, and I believe that Osmundine can be
viewed as a series of Black annotations and redactions, too.
Endicott’s racist threat is not present in Archer’s film as it is in the original scene. In this
simple redaction of dialogue––and annotation through Tibbs’s repeated motions and the addition
of Lena Horne’s “Believe in Yourself (Reprise)”––Archer has changed the entire trajectory of the
scene, shifting it to one of racist conflict to a moment of relief and pride. The threat of violence
against Tibbs lingers through the collage of orchids, but the center of gravity has shifted through
Archer’s filmic interventions that repeat and reify Tibbs’s world-rattling smack.
In Osmundine (Orchid Slap), Ina Archer appropriates the anti-Blackness of Hollywood
and moving images to reframe the climax––and racial politics––of In the Heat of the Night. Time
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and moving image become ways of articulating living in the wake of racism in that the flow of
time and movement of bodies is constricted and controlled, but with Osmundine (Orchid Slap),
Archer asserts a sense of agency over the flow of time in the image, controlling movements and
stills when so much of Black life is stripped of its power and self-determination in a white
supremacist system. Instead of articulating violence against the Black subject in the video,
Archer uses the grammar of the moving image to retell an iconic scene in cinema, highlighting
Sidney Poitier’s iconic performance as Virgil Tibbs as a way to combat the means by which
articulations of social death and racism spread through visual information. American cinema is
rife with images of violence against Black people, but Archer shows that there are ways to use
the very same methods to slap back.
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Chapter 3: Garrett Bradley’s America (2019)

At the beginning of Garrett Bradley’s 2019 short film America, a Black woman wanders
down a country road in 1915 and finds a member of the Ku Klux Klan sitting under a tree.
Staring him down with equal parts resentment and pity, she crouches down and tears the white
robes off of his body and mends them before throwing them into the air. They float down in the
form of a white flag, landing near a group of Buffalo Soldiers, members of a New Orleans-based
social club that originated in the early 1900s and still operates today [Fig. 7]. The specter of the
white sheet follows throughout America: it appears in scenes where young Black children play
amongst freshly washed sheets on the clothesline, in the crisp whites of a congregation during a
baptism, and even in the sheets onto which the institutional version of the film has been
projected in museums across the United States. Film theorist and critic Yasmina Price notes that
this opening scene encapsulates the ethos of Bradley’s project:
“[in] the film’s country-road scene of generative sabotage, the Black woman
performs a double gesture of destruction and repair, ripping and stitching back
together… If The Birth of a Nation—the paradigmatic example of the virulent
anti-Blackness of early American film—is referenced symbolically by that shot of
the lazy white man under the tree, the Black woman’s actions form a
disassembling of the traditional US canon of cinema and its reassembly through
Black women’s insurgent cultural contributions.”1
The blank yet evocative expanse of the white sheet, which the director herself describes
as a symbol “[whose] associations and power shifts depending on who’s holding it,” is in many
ways similar to that of celluloid. As seen in the previous chapters of this research through the
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work of Ulysses Jenkins and Ina Archer, the vast possibility of filmmaking alone makes it a
powerful tool in building identity and historical record––a tool that in the hands of a white
imperialist culture seems more like a weapon. In her counter-narrative feature America, Bradley
reclaims the power of film through the appropriation and reimagining of Classic Hollywood
cinema, excavating the archive to create an approximate vision of Black filmmaking that has
otherwise become lost to contemporary audiences and scholars. Yet, the film simultaneously
serves as a sobering reminder of the achievement, history, and time of Black people and Black
filmmakers despite and yet shaped by the inherent prejudices of the archive, mimicking the
afropessimist theory of “social death” in every aspect of its creation.
Garrett Bradley was born in New York, NY, in 1986; her parents are the abstract painters
Peter Bradley and Suzanne McClelland. Growing up in the city with her mother as her parents
divorced when she was a toddler, she began experimenting with filmmaking in high school,
creating diaristic short films about her family.2 She continued her studies in UCLA’s
undergraduate film program, and through Billy Woodberry (a then-faculty member at CalArts
and an important figure in the LA Rebellion), she found a kindred spirit with LA Rebellion
filmmakers such as Julie Dash and Charles Burnett.3
In a pivotal move, Bradley moved to New Orleans to shoot her thesis film, 2014’s Below
Dreams. The short was a hazy, cinema verité diary of daily life for three twenty-something New
Orleanians grappling with the city’s decay due to economic crisis and the reverberating trauma of
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Hurricane Katrina. The haunting and haunted Louisiana city would be the setting for many of
Bradley’s films moving forward, including the complementary documentaries Alone (2017) and
the Academy Award-nominated Time (2020) about two families caught in the middle of the
state’s especially pernicious and anti-Black incarceration system. Alone, which was produced in
collaboration with the New York Times, follows Desmond Watson––an actor that Bradley cast for
Below Dreams––and his partner Aloné Watts. After Below Dreams wrapped, Watson was arrested
and incarcerated, leaving Watts by herself and trying to advocate for him. Watts finds herself
isolated and losing hope in the bureaucratic web of Louisiana’s archaic prison system, receiving
little support from her family or friends, who want Watts to end her relationship with Watson. At
the end of the short, Watts receives a lifeline in the form of the organization Friends and Families
of Louisiana’s Incarcerated Children and one of the FFLIC’s members Sibil Richardson, who
encourage Watts to keep fighting for her partner and reminds her that there are so many families
in the state facing the same situation.4
Time, a full-length companion piece to Alone, is centered on Richardson––better known
to family, friends, and her community as Fox Rich. Following her involvement with a botched
armed robbery (with no injuries) when she and her husband Rob were young and desperate for
money, Fox was sentenced to sixty years in prison. As an accomplice, Fox was freed after three
and a half years, but considering his direct involvement in the robbery Rob remained in the
Louisiana State Penitentiary in Shreveport. For the next twenty years, Fox raised her and Rob’s
six children and became a successful businesswoman, all while tirelessly advocating for her
husband’s release. Time sees Fox and her family staring down the twenty-first year of Rob’s
4
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incarceration, but due to her work, Rob is scheduled to be freed. Bradley’s camera captures the
family in a state of excitement and loss, knowing that even though Rob is returning home, the
family has suffered an incalculable loss: Rob never got to see his children grow up into the
young adults they now are, and Fox and her children were left without their beloved father and
husband––an entire family caught in the wake of structural racism and cruel indifference.
At the end of filming Time, Fox gave Bradley an unexpected present. In an interview with
Amy Taubin of Film Comment, Bradley said, “[on] the last day of shooting, I told Fox, ‘Okay,
I’m going into the edit, and I’ll see you in three months.’ And she was like, ‘Oh, hold on a
second, I have this bag,’ and in the bag was 18 years of mini-DV tapes. It was like my worst
nightmare and my biggest dream come true. I believe it was almost 100 hours of footage.”5
While Rob was incarcerated, Fox had recorded the family as they grew and lived their lives: the
older boys learning how to swim, birthdays, and even Fox looking at the camera and talking as if
Rob were on the other side of the screen. Bradley believes that Fox made the tapes as a way “to
show her as a mother—to show the sacrifices a mother makes, and to show also these private
moments that she took for herself that many women feel like they don’t have the right to take.
And to show that she never had doubt that [Rob] would see the tapes [when he was released from
prison].”6
In the final cut of the film, Bradley seamlessly edited together Fox’s old footage and her
present-day recordings, lengthening what was conceived as a short film into a full-length feature
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that masterfully flashes back and forth between the past and present. Fox’s footage is a
reclamation of her life by way of documentation, and through this, she becomes a sort of
collaborator with Bradley as the two both used filmmaking to craft an archive of Black life as
affected through state violence and racist power structures that still hold firm in the American
South. In a particularly touching moment, a younger Fox is in her Shreveport living room,
recording herself. She is sitting in front of the camera and looking at the lens with a maternal and
exhausted bliss. She coos sweet nothings to Rob as if he is sitting right in front of her, telling him
about their little family and manifesting her hopes for the future. The love Fox has for Rob is so
palpable it radiates through the screen––but there is simultaneously a sense of mourning for their
lives pre-incarceration. Through her footage, she is able to claim her narrative as a victim of
incarceration, but the damage sustained by this state violence––the lost time and memory––
cannot merely be erased by a film alone.
Bradley’s use of found footage to explore the plight of Black people in the United States
predates Time with the production of America (2019). The impetus for Bradley’s project was her
research into early Black filmmaking, discovering that many of the earliest films that feature
Black actors or were created by Black directors or production teams had been lost to history due
to a lack of preservation––a persistent issue that plagues silent-era American films across color
lines. A report from the Library of Congress estimates that “[only] 14 percent—about 1,575 titles
—of the feature films produced and distributed domestically from 1912-1929 exist in their
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original format. Five percent of those that survived in their original 35 mm format are
incomplete.”7
Around the time Bradley began this research, a miraculous discovery nearly one-hundred
years in the making was about to premiere at the Museum of Modern Art (New York, NY): the
once lost silent film Lime Kiln Club Field Day (1914) had been resurrected through the diligent
work of MoMA curators and archivists. In the early 2000s, MoMA curator Ron Magliozzi and
other archivists at the museum began to archive and preserve long-untouched film reels from
Biograph Studios, a now-defunct film studio in the Bronx that bequeathed its materials to
MoMA’s first film curator, Iris Barry, when it closed in 1939.8 Amongst the footage was seven
35mm reels of an unreleased silent film from 1914 featuring Bert Williams, one of the most
prominent Black entertainers of the silent and vaudeville eras. MoMA curators––who hail the
film as “the earliest surviving feature-length production with a black cast”––spent the next few
years researching the production and piecing together the footage to create an hour-long
approximation of what the completed film may have been had it been released to audiences.9
Directed by two white directors (Edwin Middleton and T. Hayes Hunter), the film follows
Williams’ character––who is costumed in exaggerated blackface––as he romances a local woman
played by Odessa Warren Grey during the titular Lime Kiln Field Day in Harlem [Fig. 8]. Over
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the course of their flirtation, there are scenes of the festivities, including a traditional “cakewalk”
and a performance by members of the Harlem-based and all-Black Darktown Follies musical
revue.10 Despite some nods to minstrelsy such as Williams’s blackface, the film offers a joyous
picture of Black leisure and community in defiance of the anti-Blackness of Jim Crow America
and the resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan following The Birth of a Nation, which would be
released only a year after Lime Kiln Club Field Day was shot. In an interview with the Studio
Museum in Harlem’s chief curator Thelma Golden and then-associate curator of exhibitions
Legacy Russell, Bradley described her reaction to Lime Kiln Field Day as an “experience of both
joy and pleasure, an authentic foundation for [Lime Kiln Club Field Day]. We see this in the
casting, the choreography, the costuming of characters surrounding Bert—the centrality of
Odessa Grey.”11
Before the premiere of the restored Lime Kiln Club Field Day at MoMA’s To Save and
Project Film Festival in October 2014, artist Byron Kim sent Bradley an article about the film’s
release. She says that “at the bottom of the article [Kim sent] was this link to a Library of
Congress survey that found 70% (approximately 7,500) of the films made between 1912 and
1929 were missing; after the introduction of speaking films, a lot of the studios threw out their
silent films. I remember thinking, ‘Okay, well, there’s this huge gap in time. They found this one
film in 1913 that’s extremely progressive. What if we just made an assumption that those 7,500
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films were equally progressive?’”12 Using this as inspiration, Bradley began work on a short film
entitled America, a sweeping collection of vignettes that depict events in American history and
Black southern culture from 1915 to 1926 alongside interstitial shots of Lime Kiln Club Field
Day.
Like Alone, America was filmed on location in New Orleans and surrounding areas, with
Bradley making purposeful references to the region through costuming, set design, and the
invocation of Louisianan clubs and customs. The film is separated into roughly twelve vignettes,
adopting a somewhat non-linear and non-narrative format that is instead focused on the
emotional and historical content of the individual images and stills rather than a continuous and
interconnected story line. In an interview with Dessane Lopez Cassell of Hyperallergic (who was
a fellow at the MoMA during Lime Kiln Club Field Day’s restoration), Bradley notes that this
narrative structure was one of the methods she used to deconstruct and appropriate iconic
American imagery in the film:
“I’m definitely understanding the world, and myself, through images more than
anything else… And so a lot of the time [in film school] I would lose the
narrative arc of things or the structural elements of traditional narrative cinema. It
sometimes made me feel that I wasn’t a good filmmaker or that I shouldn’t be
making films, because I wasn’t good at telling stories in this more linear way. But
images were always where I felt like I could say everything that I needed to say.
… So working on this project was an opportunity for me to tell history in a way
that anybody who was watching it could push pause at any moment, and that
image would have everything in it. We would have all of history in it, and that
would include achievement, you know? It could be on a cereal box, or a billboard,
or on a family table.”13
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Scenes of both everyday life and iconic Americana combine: a young girl listening to the radio as
she falls asleep is paired with the death of the first Black female aviator Bessie Coleman, an allBlack Boy Scouts troop is sworn in as a family learns to use their new telephone, and a baptism
precedes a recreation of the Last Supper in a well-appointed church [Fig. 9]. Scenes from Lime
Kiln Club Field Day are interspersed between Bradley’s footage, focusing on moments in the
film where Williams and Grey are courting each other amongst the other revelers at the field day
event. Drawing from a massive archive of iconic––and predominantly white––American imagery
from classic film, media, and advertising, America challenges the erasure of Black people in
cultural narratives by “[adding] black history to moments that seem unequivocally white and
non-inclusive in order to insert ourselves into national memory and create new iconographies
around what it means to be American.”14
The film stars New Orleans-based ballet dancers Edward Spots and Donna Crump––an
allusion to Bert Williams’s background as a dancer and performer.15 In addition to the two main
adult performers, a number of children are featured over the course of the piece, many of whom
Bradley met and taught during her time as an instructor at the Sojourner Truth Neighborhood
Center in the Tremé neighborhood of New Orleans.16 To further enhance Bradley’s aim of
making a “contemporary silent film,” she employed a variety of editing and production
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techniques that mimicked Classic Hollywood filmmaking and its limited technology.17 As a way
of “constraining [herself] to the formal limitations of this time period that [she was] working in,”
the film was shot in black and white 35mm film and later converted to a digital format for
exhibition.18 Additionally, there is no dialogue in the film, excluding the short, repeated
voiceovers from New Orleans residents about being American and living in America while
Black. The score of Bradley’s project was composed by Trevor Mathison, one of the original
members of the Black Audio Film Collective, a British filmmaking collective that aimed to
highlight the experiences of the African diaspora through moving image.
Since the film’s completion in 2019, America has been exhibited as both a single channel
video and a multiple channel installation. It premiered as a short film at the 2019 Sundance Film
Festival, and later that year, it was included in an installation format in Garrett Bradley:
American Rhapsody at Contemporary Arts Museum Houston (Houston, TX), which was
Bradley’s first solo institutional exhibition, and in the group exhibition Bodies of Knowledge at
the New Orleans Museum of Art. In November 2020, America was installed at MoMA in a
collaboration between the museum and the Studio Museum in Harlem, and since, it has traveled
to the Momentary at Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art (Bentonville, AR) in Summer
2021, and will be shown at the Museum of Contemporary Art (Los Angeles, CA) in 2022.
Additionally, the film is available to stream on the internet via arthouse distributors Field of
Vision and the Criterion Collection.
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As an installation, the film is shown across four channels with different scenes projected
on a white sheet suspended from the ceiling. The four sheets are arranged in an intersecting “X”
shaped pattern, and this shape allows the viewer to view more than one scene at the same time.
The collage aspect of this set-up is heightened by the transparency of the sheets, making
fragments of the film visible through the sheer fabric “screens.” Not only does this installation
harken back to the sheet symbolism in the film, but it also creates a haunting, kaleidoscopic
quality that allows the viewer to absorb multiple narratives at once [Fig. 10]. Bradley says that
this layered method of installation was “intuitive—even necessary—to our understanding of how
history is created and perceived. The [sheets] that hang in the center of the space and through
which the images are projected are a literal illustration of how all three phases of time—past,
present, and future—can collapse and fragment simultaneously.”19
As both an installation and a concept, Bradley’s America is at its very core an
engagement with the archive––both the historical record that remains extant and what is lost to
the unyielding passage of time. Although the organizational model of an archive necessitates
inclusion and exclusion, the prioritization of stories and narratives is a central feature to the
archive (which I will loosely define here as a set of historical facts and images collected and
preserved), and like all organizing structures, there is a risk that the narratives of the
marginalized will be determined to be unimportant and discarded. This makes the archive
inherently political as it creates an unspoken hierarchy of facts and stories. In American cultural
and artistic histories, the archival material of Black people faces a heightened threat of exclusion
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as the structural anti-Blackness that holds the United States in a vice grip similarly reverberates
through the academy and collective memory.
The archive (and its discontents) has an interesting, nuanced, and somewhat conflicting
role in African American art-historical and sociological discourses, particularly in the theoretical
framework of afropessimism. Afropessimist scholar Saidiya Hartman uses this framework to
analyze and excavate the archive with a particular focus on the untold stories of Black women.
Her 2008 essay “Venus In Two Acts” reckons with the invisibility of enslaved women in the
historical archive and explores whether it is possible for their histories to be told in a manner that
“[does] more than recount the violence that deposited these traces in the archive.”20 Focusing on
the anonymous stories of two enslaved girls who died during their transport across the Middle
Passage, Hartman discusses the dual indignities of the archive for Black people: the historical
record offers numerous accounts of the death and injury inflicted on enslaved Black people, but
little to no information regarding the individuals who were subjugated to this violence. Hartman
then outlines the ways in which writing a new historical record can remedy the continuous
violence and anti-Blackness of the archive through a speculative method she calls “critical
fabulation”, saying:
“The intention here isn’t anything as miraculous as recovering the lives of the
enslaved or redeeming the dead, but rather laboring to paint as full a picture of the
lives of the captives as possible. This double gesture can be described as straining
against the limits of the archive to write a cultural history of the captive, and, at
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the same time, enacting the impossibility of representing the lives of the captives
precisely through the process of narration.”21
Bradley’s engagements with the archive are most certainly a critical fabulation due to the manner
in which they place recreated and approximated stories in conversation with found footage.
Yasmina Price says that the non-linearity of America is critical to achieving this, as its
“counterhistory” format “[harnesses] the past without being bound to any singular, hegemonic
version.”22 Bradley’s critical fabulations imagine what Black filmmaking could have looked like
if the vast majority of silent film was not lost to the destructive nature of passing years and
fragile celluloids, and envisioning the loss of this archive outside of the odd film reel or fragment
makes make the project all the more tragic.
As Hartman argues, there is no engagement of the archive and of Black histories without
acknowledging the violence of the past and present, and America is certainly not excluded from
this rule. In interviews, Bradley has said that she wants to highlight the “beauty” in the Black
struggle for liberation as illustrated in her film, saying that she believes in the transformative
power of aesthetic pleasure “as something that does actually incite action.” 23 And yet for all this
beauty, there is an inescapable sense of grief and mourning that shrouds the film created by the
ways Bradley shows the loss of the archive and of freedom through a variety of technical and
aesthetic methods. Bradley––who also served as the editor of America––is deeply attuned to the
juxtaposition created by the shift between Lime Kiln Club Field Day and her own footage. She
21
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constructs her narrative through these thematic and aesthetic shifts, creating a largely non-linear
storyline through editing instead of continuous dialogue or even plot. At the beginning of the
film, the moving image of Lime Kiln Club Field Day is eschewed in favor of still photographs.
They show Williams and Grey in their homes, primping for the day’s grand event with their
families. The aesthetics of these images are striking, a sign of both the filmmaker’s ingenuity and
the exaggerated motions and facial features adopted by silent film performers to tell the story
without dialogue.
While this creates an incredibly striking image through Bradley’s incorporations of both
film and digital mediums, it was also a practical move necessitated by the unfinished and
unpreserved nature of the film. While MoMA’s film department was able to salvage most of the
film, there are several missing reels to Lime Kiln Club Field Day that were either never acquired
by MoMA curators or were thrown away by the film’s production company. In MoMA’s 2014
edit of the film, still photographs of the production were used to approximate lost plotlines. The
switch between the still photographs and moving image is incredibly jarring, more reminiscent of
an experimental montage film than the elegiac, dream-like collage structure that America
eventually adopts. Bradley’s highlighting of this difference communicates the pain of lost history
and archive in its unsettling abruptness, using what is called a “visual seam” to alert the audience
to the harm directly caused by Black filmmaking’s exclusion from the archive.
The term visual seam was coined by Nicole R. Fleetwood, an art historian and the James
Wheldon Johnson Professor of Media, Culture, and Communication at New York University’s
Steinhardt School of Culture, Education, and Human Development, in her 2011 book Troubling
Vision: Performance, Visuality, and Blackness. In Fleetwood’s discussion of media artist Fatimah
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Tuggar’s Fusion Cuisine (2000), she notes that Tuggar’s chosen medium of digital video enables
a rich discussion of race, gender, and globalization through the juxtapositions she creates with
composition, more traditional aspects of cinematic assemblage borrowing from experimental
filmmaking practices, and a variety of appropriated media such as found footage and
advertisements. Fleetwood describes this “digital assemblage” as employing a technique she
labels the “visual seam,” a visual cue created through a rejection of editing techniques that
“challenge the seamless ‘stitching up’ of the ‘cuts’ or ‘wound’ that characterizes classic
cinematic narrative and normative visual culture.”24 Artists such as Tuggar use the visual seam as
a “technique and a discursive intervention to address narrative erasure and to insert a troubling
presence in dominant racializing structures.”25
Fleetwood’s definition of the visual seam relies on film theorist Kaja Silverman’s concept
of the suture, as described in her seminal 1984 text The Subject of Semiotics. Borrowing from
psychoanalysts such as Jacques Lacan and Jean-Pierre Oudart, Silverman proposes that the
meaning of a film work is derived in part from its “sutures,” or the “technique[s] and discursive
tool[s]” by which “classic narratives forge a relationship with the viewing subject through
masking the process of production, most notably through a shot/reverse shot editorial relation.”26
In filmmaking, the suture, which can be articulated through a wide variety of cinematography
and editing methods, is the technical manner by which a film––or more precisely, a filmmaker––
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establishes a semiotic narrative and power structure amongst the viewer, the image, and its
meaning. Many times, the sutures of a film are concealed or at the very least minimized by
traditional editing techniques and camera angles that ingratiate the viewer in the prescribed
characters, values, and belief systems that are illustrated on screen, allowing “classic narratives
[to] forge a relationship with the viewing subject through masking the process of production,
most notably through a shot/reverse shot editorial relation.”27 Applying a method of
psychoanalytic thinking common within circles of feminist film theory, Silverman notes that this
analysis allows us to identify the ways that sutures construct a method by which the audience
relates to the male characters on screen through “a relay of glances between the male characters
within the fiction and the male viewers in the theater audience, a relay which has the female
body as its object.”28
While Fleetwood acknowledges that the suture both crafts and conceals a narrative that
reinforces patriarchal structures, she notes that Silverman’s analysis of the suture’s creation of an
“other” in Classic Hollywood filmmaking can be expanded to include racial and sociopolitical
others, saying “scholars who do not identify with racial, sexual, regional, and heteronormative
assumptions of classic feminist film theory have theorized other complexities and relationalities
that structure looking, being looked at, and pleasure. Theories of an oppositional or
interventionist gaze and subject position have broken open the dyad that centers the white man
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and white woman in theories and practices of looking, desiring, and decipherability.”29 Instead of
concealing the sutures in her work, Tuggar highlights them, showing how aesthetic and technical
aspects of filmmaking can be used to excavate the predominantly white and male perspective
that dominates American and European cultures. This type of suture that Fleetwood discusses in
relation to Tuggar’s practice “acknowledges the imbalances of power between different viewing
positions. The others from ‘forsaken geographies’ are stitched into narratives not to cover the
fissure or gap between these positions but instead to highlight it. The visible seam and the fusion
of multiple narratives in Tuggar’s work do not promote a multiculturalist discourse that ignores
historical and present injustices. Instead, it asks the spectator to consider the unintended and
intended consequences of narratives of development and visual rendering of technological and
national progress.”30
While Bradley’s work is not digitally native in the same manner as Fatimah Tuggar’s
practice is, Fleetwood’s concept of the visual seam is more than applicable to America and her
other films. In Yasmina Price’s “Tearing, Stitching, Quilting,” the theorist notes that the visual
seams in the film are present at the fissure between the contemporary and classic footage:
“Chronology play occurs most distinctively at the seams between Lime Kiln and
Bradley’s contemporary footage. In one vignette, runners propel themselves on a
track. Bradley’s montages of these images alongside the Lime Kiln footage of a
cheering group of men render the latter as a temporally disjointed audience for the
race. Close to the film’s ending, a contemporary orchestra is similarly aligned
with archival footage of Black people dancing, offering a second performance in
the present for an audience that is in the past. This quilting gives the impression
that Lime Kiln constitutes a set of watchful black images. They are not just being
passively absorbed by Bradley’s film but are also acting on it. Narratively
29
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functioning as spectators to both the race and the musical performance, the
audiences within Lime Kiln are positioned to engage with the contemporary
performances on inverted terms. The past and the dead are not just objects to a
present gaze, but themselves look back, in a haunting impression of
revivification.”31
In many ways, the visual seams in America illuminate what cannot be shown on screen: the lost
facets of the archives that despite her additions to the canon cannot be brought back to life. These
visual seams––the cuts that allude to the memories and images that should have been
preserved––serve as a symbol for the theory of social death, one of the central tenets of
afropessimist thought.
To return to the still photographic images that open America, each photograph on screen
marks the countless film reels thrown into the dustbin of history because they were not deemed
archivally fit. Given the vibrancy and invention seen in other moments in Lime Kiln Club Field
Day, one can only imagine the filmmaking on display in the film’s unrecovered scenes. The
visual seams that connect the still images and moving footage is a symbol for the lost archive of
Black art, culture, and filmmaking, one that can be the subject of speculation but never recreated
or recovered. And as Hartman elucidates in “Venus In Two Acts,” the stories behind the primary
documents and accounts that make up the archive each symbolize a life made invisible and
unimportant by the gatekeepers of the academy. The loss of the archive is in of itself a social
death––a loss of time and knowledge because the violent wake of slavery wreaks havoc on the
past, present, and future.
With America, Garrett Bradley not only establishes herself as a keen filmmaker but a
person whose artistic practice engages the historical record in transformative ways. As a
31
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speculative history of Black filmmaking in the 1920s, Bradley’s odyssey through New Orleans’
and Harlem’s pasts and presents reconfigures the incomplete historical record by making Black
joy, achievement, and struggle at the forefront of America’s legacy. Just like the white sheet
haunts the film, the constant reminder of the stories and Black history kept out of the archive
lingers in the inventive film editing techniques employed by Bradley, creating visual seams that
are deafening in their evocation of lost time and memory. In the absence of history, Garrett
Bradley creates a sobering reminder of the neglected––and truly American––stories that cannot
be reanimated by film alone.
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Conclusion: Futility versus Futurity

In writing and researching this thesis, I have returned time and again to the opposition of
futurity and futility: futility, in the afropessimist sense of a lack of agency over a Black ontology,
and futurity, in a perhaps naïve hope that there must be the possibility for a more equitable
world. Ulysses Jenkins’s Mass of Images (1978), Ina Archer’s Osmundine (Orchid Slap) (2020),
and Garrett Bradley’s America (2019) all illustrate this paradox through the appropriation of
Classic Hollywood films that showcase the American tradition of anti-Blackness on screen and
editing these moments into their own films that analyze the United States’ foundational and
systematic racism. In their art, they dismantle and interrogate these images, and by analyzing
them through the lens of afropessimism, it is possible to outline the visual component of the
deep-seated violence and lack of agency that makes anti-Black racism in America especially
pernicious and enduring. Outlining the conditions and mechanisms of oppression––be that
through film, painting, writing, or another artform––is still a radical step towards abolishing
white supremacy.
As a white person and as an academic analyzing works through the methodology of
afropessimism, my personal assessment with the intricacies of afropessimism––of whether or not
I believe in afropessimism’s argument––is largely unimportant. I am thoroughly convinced by
the writings of Frank B. Wilderson III, Saidiya Hartman, Jared Sexton, and others that society as
we know it is a function of white supremacy and draws its power from anti-Black violence and
legacies of slavery; I am unsure of how anyone attuned to the horrors of the world even in the
past decade is not convinced of this fact. Yet, I diverge from afropessimism––Wilderson
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specifically––in one critical way: the argument that art cannot be used as a means of dismantling
oppression. In speaking with Aria Dean, Wilderson says that “film theory, like performance
theory, is extremely optimistic about the power of discourse (whether cinematic discourse or the
discourse of the stage) to transform reality. Bah! Humbug! is what I say. These two disciplines
don’t know and maybe never can know what it means to suffer from direct relations of force.”1
In another point in the interview, Wilderson backtracks slightly when asked by Dean about the
future of afropessimism, of which he says that he is “more excited about the future of
Afropessimism” than his own future endeavors. He continues: “[but], I should say that that
fortification and extension of a new language of abstraction won’t be prescriptive. It won’t, or
least it shouldn’t, tell filmmakers how to make Afropessimist art. Afropessimism is a diagnostic
endeavor, not a prescription. The prescription will come from Black folks on the move—and
even that can’t be narrated.”2
While sourcing one of the texts I incorporated in my writing, I happened upon a video by
writer and artist Marielle Ingram entitled Document 0 (2021). Created following the murder by
Minneapolis police of George Floyd and the ensuing uprisings across the United States in
Summer 2020, Ingram crafted a short online video that showed Google Maps screenshots of the
fateful corner on which Floyd was apprehended and killed on May 26, 2020. While these
screenshots continue, a voice dispassionately narrates an account of Floyd’s death. As the
narration stops, the images shift to the body-cam images released by the Minneapolis Police,
with the bodily trauma censored by black squares covering the bodies––a symbol that took on
1
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new meaning as well-intentioned white people staged an Instagram “blackout” by posting black
squares on their Instagram pages to draw attention to Black voices (the gesture failed as the black
squares ended up drowning out Black activists due to the algorithmic organization of the app).3 It
is in these black squares that Ingram begins her interventions: she adds in portions of the
propulsive drums of Nina Simone’s 1965 song “Sinnerman” and puts clips from Charles
Burnett’s Killer of Sheep in the black squares [Fig. 11]. Before long, the screen switches to just
footage from Burnett’s film, featuring the iconic scenes of children in Los Angeles’s Watts
neighborhood jumping across the rooftops and biking.
In her description of the video in the online criticism platform X-TRA, Ingram notes that
she was inspired by Wilderson’s afropessimism and his insistence that “Black suffering is the
condition of possibility for our entire world. Its end would mean the end of the world as we
know it.”4 Describing Floyd’s death as “both the beginning and end of our world,” she then asks:
“[who] is to say if its image is the first image or the last? This last image eradicates our ability to
perceive the world as before, thereby doubling as a world-creating event and opening up new
possibilities for our being-in-the-world.”5
What Marielle Ingram has created with Document 0 is one of the first instances of
afropessimist art in the post-George Floyd era of race in America, despite those doubting if
afropessimist art is even a possibility. Drawing on the legacy of afropessimist writers, Ingram
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sees a future in the darkness, in a cataclysmic event that has the possibility to bring down an old
world and usher in a new one. And, in our visual age, incorporating this understanding into a
language of moving images is more important than ever before. The works discussed in this
thesis mine the archive in order to continue the ongoing and constant struggle to dismantle antiBlackness, but there can be a futurity in an afropessimist understanding of our society––just as
Ingram’s art suggests. There is not a binary between supposed futility and the future; it is simply
incumbent upon a new generation of artists and thinkers to see a way forward amidst the
violence of the present.
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